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Abstract:
The purpose of this study was to gather data on current perceptions of selected administrators from
Montana on the need to have certain management competencies included in Montana State University's
graduate program course curriculum for training prospective school administrators.
A sample of school administrators from Montana was sent a needs assessment instrument. The
instrument sought to collect data concerning the perceived need for school administrators to be exposed
to management competencies. The data that were found to be significant were compared to current
course outlines from upper division management and school administration courses. This enabled the
researcher to identify areas that needed to be included in the graduate program in school administration
at Montana State University.
The Data provided information on the degree of need for each competency. It was determined that most
of the management competencies had a medium to high need to be included in a graduate school
administration program. Administrators expressed a high need to be exposed to the following
competencies: (1) clarifying communication, (2) goal planning, and (3) organizational coordination.
These competencies were not addressed in the School Administration Program strongly enough to
develop management skills. The Competencies were, however, addressed strongly in certain upper
division business management courses.
It was recommended as a result of this study that certain business management courses be required to
fulfill a portion of the minor requirements in both the master's and doctoral programs in school
administration. This effort to coordinate programs in order to meet the perceived needs of practicing
administrators will greatly help to develop better managers/leaders in education.
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ABSTRACT

The purpose of this study was to gather data on current, perceptions
of selected administrators from Montana on the need to have certain
management competencies included in Montana State University's graduate
program course curriculum for training prospective school adminis
trators .
A sample of school administrators from Montana was sent a needs
assessment instrument. The instrument sought to collect data concerning
the perceived need for school administrators to be exposed to management
competencies. The data that were found to be significant were compared
to current course outlines from upper division management and school
administration courses. This enabled the researcher to identify areas
that needed to be included in the graduate program in school adminis
tration at Montana State University.
The data provided information on the degree of need for each compe
tency. It was determined that most of the management competencies had a
medium to high need to be included in a graduate school administration
program. Administrators expressed a high need to be exposed to the fol
lowing competencies: (I) clarifying communication, (2) goal planning,
and (3) organizational coordination.
These competencies were not addressed in the School Administration
Program strongly enough to develop management skills. The competencies
were, however, addressed strongly in certain upper division business
management courses.
it was recommended, as a result of this study that certain business
management courses be required to fulfill a portion of the minor
requirements in both the master's and doctoral programs in school admin
istration.
This effort to coordinate programs in order to meet the
perceived needs of practicing administrators will greatly help to
develop better managers/leaders in education.
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CHAPTER I

STATEMENT OF THE PROBLEM

Introduction

The pace at which society moves and changes has had lasting effects
on school systems and the ways in which they have been administered.
School district officials have increased the responsibility of adminis
trators into areas that previously were not part of the administrators'
duties.
Job descriptions include managing budgets, managing personnel and
unions,

understanding

and

implementing

state

and

federal

programs,

managing limited energy resources, administering community needs assess
ment programs for the school and other change-related areas. Attention
has focused on the need

for more management

skills

to be developed

within public school administration programs to better prepare adminis
trators to deal with their evolving responsibilities (Goor and Farris,
1978).
Did public school administrators in Montana feel there was a need
to be exposed formally to management competencies that may presently be
beyond the scope of the school administration program at Montana State
University? In what areas of management, if any, did these needs appear?
How can the needs of prospective administrators best be met?
the

needs

of

superintendents,

elementary

principals,

How did

and secondary
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principals differ in the areas of management competency needs?

This

study provides information to answer these questions.
The literature has clearly indicated a need to collect data on the
need to have administrators exposed to management competencies.

This

study sought to provide more data on that need.
In reviewing the related literature, the researcher found indica
tions

of

this

changing

demand

on

administrators

to

be

prevalent.

Management skills commonly found to be important in most of the review
of related literature were
decision making skills.
to facilitate
conflict.

group

They

communication,

group problem solving

and

It was indicated that principals should be able

process

should

to

possess

effect
the

positive

skills

to

resolutions
foster

out

of

communication

regarding needs assessment, set goals, and then translate shared goals
into

student-centered

programs.

They

should

also

realize

that the

competency areas (theories, principles and systems) that deal with many
educational problems are available and need only to be searched out and
adapted to

local school needs

(California State Legislature,

1980).

Robson (1976) concluded that superintendents desired further training,
mostly in the areas of managing and planning.
Drucker (1974) states that:
Strategic planning has been utilized in the management of
organizations. It is the continuous process of making
present enterpreneurial (risk taking) decisions systemati
cally and with the greatest knowledge of their futurity;
organizing systematically the efforts needed to carry out
the decisions; and measuring the results of these decis
ions against the expectations through organized systematic
feedback. . . .
In educating managers emphasis has been
replaced in the area of systematic planning of the job and
the supply of knowledge to do it, which has strengthened
the managers' judgement, leadership and vision.

3
Management work, management jobs, and management organization are
not

absolute,

performed.

but

are

determined

and

shaped

by

the

tasks

to

be

"Structure follows strategy" is one of the concepts acquired

through management
objectives

and

the

training.

Without understanding

strategy

of

the

enterprise,

the mission, the

managers

cannot

be

managed, organizations cannot be designed and managerial jobs cannot be
made effective (Drucker, 1974).
Hanson (1977) indicated in the literature that many administrators
felt

a

great

diversity

deal

of

educational

of

disconnectedness

demands

encountered

preparation

administrators.

in

received

the

the

for

the

field
the

problem

of

managing.

that
It

complexity

and

tasks

Drucker (1974) also stated that " . . .

the diversity of demands did not mean
understood

between

kind

of

of

present

a recognition of

the service
only

the

and

institutions

indicated

they

were

beginning to realize they were not being managed."

Statement of the Problem

Evidence was found in the review of literature that the role of the
public school administrator has constantly changed and expanded.
purpose of this study was
selected

administrators

management

competencies

administrators.

I.

to gather data on current perceptions

from

Montana

included

in

on

the

need

training

to

The
of

have

certain

prospective

school

The data provided information that:

Determined if school administrators in Montana felt there was a

need to acquire competencies in management theories, principles, and
systems through administrative training programs.

4
2.
of

Determined if there was any significant difference in the needs

superintendents,

elementary

principals

and

secondary

principals

relating to stated management competencies.
3.

Compared the suggested competencies with the existing curricu

lum for preparing school administrators at Montana State University.
4.

Suggested how these management competencies not taught in the

existing curriculum could be addressed through the management curriculum
in the College of Business at Montana State University.
Ten common management skill categories were found by the researcher
with the aid of the related literature.

This list led directly to the

development of the management competency areas that were used in the
assessment instrument.

Contributions to Educational Theory and Product

In light of significant changes in our educational environment, it
was important to examine management skill needs of practicing adminis
trators.

The

American

stated that many fields

Association

of

can contribute

School

Administrators

(AASA)

to the educational needs

of

school administrators and that business management courses should have
an active role in the preparation of school administrators (AASA, 1979).
The

literature

clearly

school administrators.

indicated needs for management skills by

This study contributed data on competency needs

that would help the Department of Educational Services at Montana State
University make decisions about its current Public School Administration
Program.

More importantly,

the data reflected the

feelings of school

5
administrators in Montana as

to the

actual need for

the program to

expand and include business management courses.
The study:
1.

Determined which management courses from the Montana State Uni

versity College of Business could be of value to the practicing school
administrator.
2.

Suggested a core of management courses that could be required

in the School Administration Program.
3.

Determined if there

was

any

significant

difference

in

the

expressed needs of superintendents, elementary principals and secondary
principals with regard to management competency needs.

Questions to Be Answered

This study examined management competency needs as perceived by a
selected group of school administrators in Montana.

Course summaries

for current administrative courses and for the upper division management
courses that were used to analyze the data are listed in Appendix I.
The study helped to answer the following questions:.
1.

What were the perceived management competency needs of selected

school administrators in Montana?
2.

Did the course descriptions in the School Administration Pro

gram and the upper division management courses from the Montana State
College of Business meet the perceived needs of the administrators?
3.

Which perceived needs of administrators were addressed in the

current School Administration Program at Montana State University?

6
4.
upper

Which perceived needs of administrators were addressed in the
division

management

courses

in

the

Montana

State

University

College of Business?
5.

Which perceived needs of administrators were addressed in both

the School Administration Program at Montana State University and the
upper division management courses in the College of Business at Montana
State University?
6.

Should certain upper division management courses taught in the

College- of Business become part of the School Administration Program at
Montana State University?
7.

Were the perceived needs of superintendents, elementary princi

pals and secondary principals the same, or were they different in each
of the management competency areas?

General Procedures

A stratified random sample of one hundred and fifty school adminis
trators from Montana were sent a needs assessment instrument.

The needs

assessment process was used because it represented a formal, systematic
attempt to determine and close the more important gaps between "what is"
and "what

should

be"

(Kaufman

and

English,

consisted of eleven management categories.

1979).

The

instrument

Under each category there

were listed two to three theories, principles or systems (referred to as
competencies) that aided in the development of the particular management
skill.

The instrument sought to collect data concerning the perceived

need for school administrators to be exposed to each competency that was

I
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listed below each of the management skill categories.

(A copy of the

instrument appears in Appendix B.)
The null and alternate hypotheses were tested with a Chi Square
Goodness of Fit.

This determined if there was a significant degree of

need for the competencies listed under each management skill category.
The data was then tested with a Chi Square Test for Independence.

This

test

this

determined

category

was

if

the

perceived

need

for

the

competency

independent of administrative position

in

(superintendent,

elementary principal and secondary principal).
The competency needs data that were found to be significant were
compared to current course descriptions from management and administra
tive courses.

This helped to

identify areas needed to be

included

within the graduate program in School Administration at Montana State
University.
When the data were collected and analyzed, a short monograph was
prepared for publication by the researcher and submitted to the Doctoral
Committee in October 1985.

Limitations and Delimitations

1.

The first controlling factor applied to the study was to select

an unbiased stratified sample of one hundred and fifty school adminis
trators from Montana.

upper

2.

Montana State University course descriptions were used.

3.

Course descriptions from the School Administration Program and
division

management

courses

from the

College of

Business

at

8
Montana State University were used with the data to correlate competency
needs and competencies developed in certain courses.
4.

The majority of sources considered in the review of related

literature were from the Montana State University library and the ERIC
inter-library loan resources.
through the present.

The key descriptors used to aid in the research

for related literature were:
tion,

School

Sources used were from the period 1967

Management,

Business Management,

Management

Education,

School Administra

School

Administrator

Education, Management Skills, Administrative Programs, Effective Manage
ment, and Effective School Administration.
5.

Only upper division courses in the business management curric

ulum were used in this study.

This was because upper division courses

were acceptable in a graduate program.

Definition of terms

In order to perceive more clearly the direction of study, the fol
lowing terms have been defined:
I.

Management Skills.

is specific work.

As such, it will require specific skills.

(a) making effective decisions,
the organization,
(d)

In

These are:

(b) communications within and without

(c) the proper use of controls and measurements, and

the proper use

sciences.

Peter F. Drucker has stated that managing

order

of

analytical

tools

--

that

is,

to further understand how the

of

management

term "management

skills" is used and provide insight into the definition, the following
information from Drucker (1974) was used:

9
No manager is likely to master all of these skills. But
every manager needs to understand what they are, what they
can do for them, and what, in turn, they will require of
them. Every manager needs basic literacy with respect to
essential management skills.
2.

Manager.

An individual who is concerned with the means to the

accomplishment of his tasks.

He must be concerned with managerial jobs,

with the work of the managers, with the skills he needs and with his
organization (Drucker, 1974).
3.

Management.

The process of planning, organizing, leading, and

controlling the efforts

of the organizational

resources

in order to

achieve stated organizational goals (Stoner, 1978).
4.

Decision Making.

A choice among alternatives:

(a) Managers

must choose and decide what to do on the basis of some conscious and
deliberate logic or judgement; (b) managers have alternatives available
when they are making a decision; and (c) managers have a purpose in mind
when they make a decision (Stoner, 1978).
5.
be

Competencies.

used

to

designate

For the purpose of this study, "competency" will
particular

learned

facts,

such

as

theories,

principles and systems that aid in the development of management skills.
6.

Needs Assessment.

Kaufman (1979) defines a needs assessment as

"the formal harvesting, collection, and listing of needs, placing the
needs in priority order, and selecting the needs of highest priority for
action." '

Summary

Peter F. Drucker (1974) has made several comments concerning school
administration and schools.

His statements suggest that administrators

10
must I c a m to manage the institution for performance.

The schools have

performance trouble because they are not like a business.

He writes:

Miat businesslike means,in a service institution is con
trol of cost. What characterizes a business, however, is
control by performance and result.
It is effectiveness
and not efficiency which.the service institution lacks.
The purpose of this study was to collect data that provided infor
mation which:
1.
need

to

Determined if school administrators in Montana felt there was a
acquire

competencies

in management

theories,

principles

and

systems through administrative training programs.
2.
of

Determined if there was any significant difference in the needs

superintendents,. elementary

principals

and

secondary. principles

relating to stated management competencies.
3.

Compared the suggested competencies with the existing curricu

lum for preparing school administrators at Montana State University.
4.

Suggested how these management competencies not taught in the

existing curriculum could be addressed by incorporating upper division
management courses from the Montana State University College of Business
into the School Administration Program.
Much of the literature suggested that management skills are needed
by today’s school administrator.

Is the current School Administrative

Program at Montana State University supplying the prospective adminis
trator with the competencies to be used to develop management skills?

A

needs assessment instrument sent to one hundred and fifty school admin
istrators
management

in

Montana

collected

competencies are not

data

on

this

question.

If

addressed in the current program,

these
but

'

11
are perceived as necessary, could they be addressed through management
courses?

Should these courses be added to the administrative program?

This study added to the knowledge concerning administrative manage
ment competency needs, how well the Montana State University program in
school administration is addressing these needs, and how these needs
could be accommodated in the future.
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CHAPTER 2

REVIEW OF LITERATURE

Introduction

This chapter reports the findings of selected studies found in the
literature.

The

literature provided

information that

the

researcher

used to:
1.

View the evolution of the job of school administrator from 1950

through the 1980's.
2.

Develop a list of management skills that had increasing import

ance to the success of school administrators.
.

3 . Develop a list of management skills that were successful in

business and offered in management science classes.
Little previous research has gone so far as

to define

specific

competencies that would aid in the development of managerial skills for
the public school administrator.

A list of skill areas was developed

from this research and is listed at the end of this chapter.

The liter

ature also revealed that there is a need for management training for
school administrators, both present and future.
The first section of the review of literature began by researching
the job of school administrators during the 1950's and into the early
1970's.

The next

section

during the period 1972-79.

showed

the

administrator's

changing

role

In the third section the literature revealed

13
the

management

needs

of

the

school

administrators

in

the

1980's..

Finally, the last two sections revealed the need for the integration of
management sciences into the school administration programs and what the
future may hold for these administrators.

A summary ties all of the

sections together and includes a composite list of management

skills

needed by school administrators.

School Administrator Skills and Training,
1950-1972

Changes and shifts in the school environment through the. history of
education has brought about changes in administrative duties and respon
sibilities.

The changing educational environment has left the adminis

trator,

was

who

gifted

in dealing with the problems

of growth and

expansion, without the personality or skills to handle the problems of
retrenchment (McIntosh and Maier, 1976).
In the mid-Seventies, some school districts realized the need for
newer

skills.

Administrators became

involved in building these team

skills in areas such as shared decision making and shared team manage
ment of the schools (Deane, 1974).
The training programs for administrators of the Fifties and Sixties
involved a movement that incorporated concepts, research and theories
from the social and behavioral

sciences.

This

trend became clearly

established during the early Sixties (University Council for Educational
Administration, 1973).
With the passage of time, changes also occurred in the programs for
prospective administrators.

In the mid-Sixties,

several

institutions
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incorporated content from the humanities into their administrative pro
grams.

This trend was typical as the Sixties turned into the Seventies.

Most programs then became more specialized, while still offering more
discipline

and

change brought

interdisciplinary-based

knowledge

about an achievement of greater

preparation programs.

and

skills.

flexibility

This

in most

In the past years there was a growing interest in

the development of new approaches to preparing educational, business and
governmental managers in common programs (University Council for Educa
tional Administration, 1973).
As Havinghurst (1972) points out, the environment and the prepara
tory programs have changed over the years, producing different needs and
skills for the school administrators.

In reviewing the time and place

in which the administrator existed, his
identified depending

on his

emphasis

type of leadership has been

on power, truth or words.

The

administrator of the Fifties and the early Sixties depended on power and
Cz
was considered a prophet of sorts. The late Sixties brought about the
administrator who dealt with truth and was considered to be a scholarscientist.

In the Seventies we saw the emerging administrator who was

the social engineer, who used words and people skills to help him become
a good leader.

The Development of New Skills and Training
for Administrators, 1972-1979
s
Robert Havinghurst (1972) defines a leader as "one who successfully
stimulates and directs actions in a socially desirable direction."

The

)

late Seventies

and early Eighties

have been no exception.

Principals
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and superintendents have had to develop skills that comply more with
Havinghurst's definition of leaders than the literature reflected for
the Fifties, Sixties and early Seventies.

As the educational

sector

experienced a steady state of declining enrollment, administration has
become more demanding and requires different skills from those required
during the years of rapid expansion (McIntosh and Maier, 1976).
It has been found that the schools of today require a leader who
has the capability to adapt his leadership ability to different situa
tions (Berg, 1977).
skills

are

suspected.
skills

The evidence is clear that leadership potential and

possessed

by

a

larger

number

of

people

than was

once

Many of these attributes are not inborn characteristics, but

that can be

acquired and developed.

An emergent area where

skills could.be improved indicated that leadership results in the way
the

leader

uses

new

skills

to

interrelate

with

his

subordinates

(McIntosh and Maier, 1976).
Some states have mandated job descriptions for principals.

These

mandates mold the principal’s position into that of a manager-leader
(Barea, 1977).

Michigan is one of these states.

The general school law

of the state lists the following duties of the principal:
The building principal shall:
1.

Supervise the operation and management of the school
and property as the board determines.

2.

Be assigned administrative responsibilities and coor
dinate instructional leadership, under the supervision
of .the superintendent, for the planning, management,
operation and evaluation of the educational programs
and services.

3.

Submit recommendations to the superintendent for the
appointment, assignment, promotion or dismissal of all
personnel (Barea, 1977).
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This statute clearly illustrates that a principal is a manager and
a very important part of the educational process.
pal may be managing one

In fact, the princi

of the biggest businesses

in the community

(Barea, 1977).
Other managerial

skills

being

adopted

by

principals

and

other

administrators were concerned with the previously-mentioned interrela
tionship with subordinates.

Decision

making

ensuing

from

collegial

relationships and as close to the operational level of those involved as
possible is a skill

that has been most

important.

The belief that

people are responsible agents, capable of furthering the goals of the
school, is very important.

This, also, is a skill that can be developed

through the understanding of management theory and practices

(Barea,

1977).
In

the

mid-Seventies,

School

Based

entrenched in several school systems.

Management

(SBM)

became

SBM's key point was based on a

philosophy which .reflects a previous point.

When the individual who

will be affected by decisions participates in making those decisions,
there will be more acceptable decisions made, and the participants in
the decision-making process
quences.

will

become

responsible

for

the

The result of improved decision making in school management is

intended to create better educational programs for students.
of management

takes

skills

This type

that are based on competencies

principals and superintendents are just now becoming exposed
1975).

conse

This philosophy was also echoed by James E. Albrecht.

to which
(Deane,
His idea

of establishing proprietorship among teachers to work with the admin
istration in

joint decision

making has

helped the

credibility of the
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principal.
focus

for

Developing this joint ownership of decision has become a new
principals, developed

from

management

and social

science

(Albrecht, 1981).
Another concept of a management system was the development of a
District Management Team (IMT).

The basic purpose of the DMT was not to

add another layer to management hierarchy, but to reorganize existing
systems in such a way that they can respond more easily to the needs of
the community they serve and all the personnel within the system.

The

function of the DMT is outlined as follows:
1.

Identify problems.

2.

Order the problems into priorities.

3.

Review problems, definitions and problem solutions.

4.

Act upon the findings of the field test phase of the problem
resolution.

Again, it is important to note that this system also requires cer
tain skills that administrators in the past did not have, and for whom
training programs have been only recently available (Infelise, 1975).
The more

important aspect of all this literature indicates that

certain skills and competencies are needed to make programs successful.
With leadership training designed to increase competencies of leaders in
the areas of interpersonal relationships, team building,

team develop

ment, organizational processes, policy and program analysis and evalua
tion, we can assume that our educational programs will be successful
(Deane, 1975).
The
result

skills
of a

that are now being

variety of

programs

used

by

administrators

offered through

are

the

various educational
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institutions.

Emergent content areas in administrative preparation draw

upon the management and information sciences.

Several universities now

provide courses in systems analysis, operations research, quantitative
management methods, and others (Farquhar and Martin, 1972).
It was noted when certification, requirements were
trends

in preparatory programs

that

it was

evident

compared with

the

latter were

oriented more to the environment of management and leadership, while the
former were closely related to curriculum, instruction and supervision.
This suggests that the universities were trying to stay in line with
needs and trends more than the certification requirements (University
Council for Educational Administration, 1973).
Recently,

suggestions

administrator programs.

have

arisen as

to the characteristics

of

It was felt that the characteristics should be

that of a professional school rather than that of a graduate study in a
single academic discipline. The preparation should be performance-based,
field-oriented, and incorporate concepts, theories and research findings
from other academic
trators,

1979).

fields

This

(American Association of School

clearly

points

out

the

need

for

Adminis
an

inter

disciplinary approach.
One of the major areas of leadership training and identification is
that of the assessment centers.

Widely used by business, industry and

many governmental agencies here and abroad, assessment centers measure
skills needed for success in a variety of supervisory, managerial and
administrative areas.

Education was no exception (Moses, 1977).

After

preliminary research was completed, the NASSP's assessment center was
set up.

The center collected

information from schools

relating to job
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requirements and skills needed for the principal (Mersey, 1977).
istrative

skills

and emotional

stability were

stressed

in making an

appraisal of management potential (McIntosh and Maier, 1976).
ment

techniques

included group exercises, business

Admin

games,

Measure
stimulated

problem-solving interviews, and such traditional methods as interviews
and tests.

All of the data collected and data put out by the assessment

centers suggest the need for more interdisciplinary training of school
administrators, especially in the area of management (Moses, 1977).
The

literature clearly

indicates

that

while

management

science

competencies have been used in the private sector for some time, they
are a relatively new phenomenon to all of the public sectors, and this
applies particularly to educational administration.

Even simple cost-

effectiveness models are new and rare in educational policy.
last twelve years,
contributions

social

scientists

have

to educational management.

shown that
Now

the

Within the

they can make

administrators

of

schools must be convinced (Boardman and Horowitz, 1978).

Skills Needed by School Administrators,
1980-Present

Drucker (1974) indicated six basic things managers must be able to
do

in order to be

administrator.

effective.

These

items

are important to today's

A manager should be able to:

1.

State what is our business.

2.

Develop clear objectives and goals.

3.

Prioritize.

4.

Measure performance.

5.

Develop feedback and self-control from results.
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6.

Perform an
results.

organizational

audit

of

objectives

and.

James Lyons (1981).feels that beginning secondary principals must
be able to do several things.

He writes:

1.

Organize and manage a school program which implements
the school philosophy.

2.

Plan and evaluate the institutional and curricular
programs with the assistance of parents, teachers, and
students.

3.

Initiate long-range planning procedures involving par
ents, teachers, and staff.

The Lyons' article went on to state that preservice programs gave
insufficient attention to important and critical areas such as program
evaluation, program development, time management and communications.

As

indicated by the above information, management has a clear focus on what
is needed, and it is up to school administrators to utilize this list in
some way to fill in their own perceived needs (Lyons, 1981). .
The role of the principal of the 1980's has an increased emphasis
on management.

The principal must organize so that his leadership will

not be lost in the struggle.

He no longer has the privilege of being

just a leader, but instead has been forced into a management role.

He

must manage problems mandated by special education, federal requirements
for school breakfasts, labor contracts, and bussing services, as well as
due-process and affirmative action.
principal be a manager and a leader?

The question,

then, is:

Can the

Only adaptable management skills

can help the principal now (Johnson, 1981).
Many fields of learning can make contributions to the solutions of
educational leadership problems.
disciplines

that can play an

Business management can be one of the

active role in the

preparation of school
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administrators

(American Association, of School Administrators, 1979).

Areas in which management can help are the development of organizational
ability, higher standards for interpersonal skills, and the ability to
look ahead and synthesize new and responsible plans
(McIntosh
includes

and

Maier, 1976).

This

the development of more

process

of

competencies

for the future

enhancing
in the

leadership

areas

of goal

setting, planning, organizing, coordinating, communicating, directing,
decision

making,

evaluating

organizational

people involved in such processes.

goals,

and

working

with

Management science can offer more

support to the school administrators in these areas (American Associa
tion of School Administrators, 1979).
The

State

of

Maine has recently developed

the Maine

Principal

Academy in cooperation with the University of Maine, College of Educa
tion.

This two-week academy trains practicing administrators to be both

effective leaders and able managers.
program ■was

the

presentation

of

The most positive note from the

practicing

actually using espoused theories, methods

administrators who were

and philosophies

echoed by

management science (Donaldson, 1982).
Skills in human resources development have been important in the
private sector for a long time.

These are skills that are needed now by

school managers (Deane, 1975).

Administrators are expected to somehow

convince teachers they should go beyond the contract specifications to
help take care of the business of the school.
need

to

train

(Johnson, 1981).

leaders

in

the

area

of

This, again, supports the

human

resource

development

I
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Johnson (1981) asks, "Principals have been advised by management
consultants to regroup and delegate in order to increase efficiency and
accountability within a building, but do they have the competencies to
do this?"

By regrouping, the administrator will have to be conscious of

organizational processes, including the
complex

organizations,

skills

in

development

organizational

of

knowledge

behavior,

of

examining

coordination and collaboration mechanisms, developing knowledge of dif
ferent methods
different

of stimulation and skills

authority modes.

Management

in recognition and use

training

can

add

administration programs with respect to the above skills.
that administrators may need

in the

future

are

to

of

school

Other skills

conflict

management

skills, crisis management skills, and skills in negotiating classroom
improvement with teachers (Deane, 1975).
Commonly used managerial and administrative dimensions include such,
skills as leadership, oral and written abilities, problem solving and
organizing

abilities.

Programs

in

school

administration

can

be

strengthened even more if skills are reinforced and built upon by the
management sciences (Moses, 1977).
The

top

administrator

must

be

capable

management styles, depending on the situation.

of using

a

variety

of

When the situation calls

for mild belt tightening, a participatory or democratic management style
is appropriate

in identifying ways

of trimming costs.

With serious

decisions, consultive management is desirable, not only from the stand
point

of management receiving helpful

input, but also from a morale

standpoint, as subordinates can better understand the rationale behind
an unpleasant decision.

Although administrators may

want to avoid the
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authoritarian approach, an absolute emergency may call for a decision
without consultive action (McIntosh and Maier, 1976).
Principals must become

effective

leaders.

Two

important

things

principals can do that were found through research by Shoemaker (1981)
were :
1.

Develop assertive, achievement-oriented leadership.

2.

Develop well-designed
evaluation systems.

instructional

objectives

and

Findings from research on effective schooling show that
achieving
testing

schools,

and

(Shoemaker,

instructional

evaluation
1981).

are

Drucker

objectives

given

serious

guide
and

in high

the programs,

deliberate

and

attention

(1974) refers to this as "management for

performance."
The preceding literature supports the concept that if school admin
istration programs are to be complete, they must allow the students in
graduate school administration programs to be exposed to all management
competency areas.
tion

of

One way to accomplish this is through the incorpora

management

sciences

into

the

current

programs

in

school

administration.

The Need for Management Sciences
in Administration Programs

The changing school environment has created a need for more manage
ment skills for administrators.
scientist,

whose

The administrator has become a social

decision-making and problem-solving behavior can be

more intelligently informed by theoretical insights than by procedural
cookbooks.

Management

sciences can help

to fulfill

these

needs for
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varying theories (Farquhar and Martin, 1972).
in the mid-Seventies

A change in view occurred

and the AASA report stated that the process of

administration should be stressed with emphasis on the cognitive basis
of management

science and skill development

through lab preparation

(American Association of School Administrators, 1979).
Administrators need to I e a m

to think through their own specific

function, purpose and mission.
What the service institution needs is not better people.
They need people who do the management job systematically
and who focus themselves and their institutions purpose
fully on performance and results (Drucker, 1974).
High priority should also be given to the ability to communicate,
as well as to having an understanding and working knowledge of the uses
of various forms of communication.
by

management

competency

Administrators, 1979).

training

These skills can also be built upon
(American

Association

of

School

Other important skill development areas follow.

Listed below are some of the skills and requirements deemed important by
the NASSP1s assessment center program (Jeswald, 1977):
1.

Problem Analysis: Ability to seek out relevant data
and analyze complex information to determine the
important elements of a problem situation; searching
for information with a purpose.

2.

Judgemental Skills: Identifying educational needs and
setting priorities; ability to reach a logical conclu
sion and make high quality decisions based on the
available information; ability to critically evaluate
written communications.

3.

Organizational Ability:
Ability to
and control the work of others; skill
ces in an optimal fashion; ability
volume of paperwork and heavy demands

4.

Leadership Ability: Ability to recognize when a group
requires direction; to get others involved in solving
problems; to effectively interact with a group; to
guide them to the accomplishment of tasks.

plan, schedule,
in using resour
to deal with a
on one’s time.
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5.

Sensitivity: Skill in resolving conflicts; ability to
deal effectively with people concerning emotional
issues; knowing what information to communicate and .to
whom.

6.

Oral Communication Skills:
Ability to make a clear
oral presentation of ideas and facts.

7.

Written Communication Skills:
Ability to express
ideas clearly in writing; to write appropriately for
different audiences -- students, teachers, parents,
and other administrators.

The changing operating situation for administrators requires dif
ferent

management

skills

and

leadership

styles.

This

is why

the

programs need to be expanded to include other disciplines, especially
management

sciences

(McIntosh and Maier, 1976).

Even non-educational

organizations that are concerned with large groups of people, equipment,
services and buildings recognize and accept the need for highly skilled
managers.

Education is no exception.

Management skills have much to

offer the expanding job of the school administrator (Barea, 1977).

What Future Administrators Will
Need for Management Skills

Who will be the successful administrator?

Havinghurst (1972) tells

us, "Successful educational administrators are men and women of action,
who lead the way to improve concentrated actions by people who partici
pate in educational systems."
Education in the future will be able to regain its positive image
if educational leadership is flexible and sensitive.

The problems ahead

require solutions that can come only with the finest
participation.

Only a skillful

leader can guide the

type

of group

public into this
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kind of fine group participation.

This accentuates the need for more

diverse competency training of school administrators (Berg, 1977).
The literature indicated Havinghurst was

right.

We

are heading

towards an era where the administrator must be a social engineer if he
is

to

use

his

power

(Havinghurst, 1972).

effectively

for

the

The way to become

improvement

an effective

of

education

leader

in the

Eighties seems to be through a program that develops all of the person’s
leadership skills (Tillman and Rencher, 1976).
Educational

leaders

of the future must be able

multitude of situations.

to adapt

to

a

As the leaders exercise power, they must be

concerned with the free flow of information and advice from subordinates
and the environment in general.

This can be, and is, difficult since it

takes time and will, at times, result in conflict.

It is necessary,

though, to keep open channels of communication if the leader (administrator) is to maintain credibility with the group.

School systems, have

recently become aware of the need for and skills required to handle this
communication (Berg, 1977),
It seems that in the Eighties a need has developed for leadership
that.understands its own function.

The leaders must have a desire for a

knowledge of group dynamics; be academically and professionally honest;
have a desire and readiness to cut through red tape; be understanding,
patient,

imaginative

and

innovative

(Berg, 1977).

Reality-oriented

programs for administrators can provide the skills if they incorporate
an

interdisciplinary approach.

games and

related materials

Case studies, stimulation, management

should all be

part of a

complete program
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used to direct learning towards the skills the literature has identified
as needs (University Council for Educational Administration, 1973).
Leaders should recognize that continued education on their part is
important if they are to pick up new competencies in management.

The

changing school environment and changing needs of administrators created
the need for continual education to upgrade administrative skills.

The

AASA (1979) has recently stated, "Administrators should be specifically
and technically prepared in the tools of research to deal with . . ."
most of the points discussed in this review of literature.

Preparation

of educational administrators should, in the future, include an inter
disciplinary approach to programs
organizational behavior.
management

sciences

concerning theory and practice

in

This has been a long-time concern in business

(American Association

of

School

Administrators,

1979).
In January, 1983, the New Hampshire State Department of Education
started to address the problem of managing education.

Their research

yielded supportive information for management and educational
ship to be as one.
of educational

leader

It was stated there was a need for the development

improvement

plans

which

combine

sound

principles

of

management with a working philosophy, a sense of purpose, clear expecta
tions

for

orderly

students,

atmosphere,

periodic
productive

assessment

of

time on task,

students'

progress,

an

and continued support.

These concepts are consistent with research findings relative to effec
tive schools and sound management practices (New Hampshire State Depart
ment of Education, 1983).
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One of these new organizational studies is Theory Z.

Within the

field of business management there is continual research material being
presented to show different ways of managing.
review

of

theory

Z

brought

to

the

William Ouchi's (1981)

surface

participatory management in the private sector.

the

importance

of

This management style

could also be relevant in the management of schools.

Ouchi lists "Z"

organizations as contrasted to American organizations:
Z Organizations

American Organizations
Short-term employment
Rapid evaluation § promotion
Specialized career paths
Explicit control mechanisms
Individual decision making
Individual responsibility
Segmented concern

Lifetime employment
Slow evaluation § promotion
Non-specialized career paths
Implicit control mechanisms
Collective decision making
Collective responsibility
Wholistic concern
The future seems clear.

In-service education of administrators in

techniques of operations research and business management will enable
administrators
research.

to

have

a

better

understanding

of

social

science

Future training of superintendents should be improved.

Few

schools furnish training that provides exposure to competencies for all
of the skills needed by future educational leaders.

Future educational

managers should be trained in a way similar to managers in the private
sector.

It would seem important for educational managers to get some

training from business

schools.

At

a minimum, there should be more

cooperation between these schools and schools of education through the
possible
1978).
meet

creation of a special joint program (Boardman and Horowitz,
The possibility also exists to design and implement a program to

leadership demands in multiple organizations

for Educational Administration, 1973).

(University Council
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Summary

The literature indicates a need for the administrator to change a
great deal because of changes in the environment and society.

We have

seen the need for the expansion-oriented administrator of the Fifties
when population growth dictated school growth.

The expansion adminis

trators had to change or be replaced as the Sixties brought about an
atmosphere of unrest.
managers.

Quickly

administrators

to

become

crisis

Just as these skills were being developed in the Sixties, the

Seventies brought on a different problem.
stabilizing or declining.
district.
The

had

Student populations

were

There was very little growth in any school

Out of this decline, fiscal policy became very

administrator had to become

important.

skilled in dealing with restraints,

fiscal needs, and people skills (McIntosh and Maier, 1976).
During the late Seventies and early Eighties we have seen an era of
decline again.

The demands

clear-cut, or defined.

on administrators have not been

simple,

The job of the administrator has become situa

tional.

Administrators have found that they must adapt their leadership

ability

and

varied.

It seems certain, as reflected throughout the literature, that

management

style

skills

to

are

different

a

vital

situations.

part

of

The

creating

skills

this

needed are

situational

flexibility.
Throughout the literature we have seen a need to move from managing
personnel as a cost center and a problem to the leadership of people.
The principal’s success seems incumbent upon a constant updating and
renewal of personal knowledge.

"Many principals just survive; those who
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.enjoy true success continue to train themselves to the point that their
management

and

administrative

ability

is

evident

to all"

(Johnson,

1981).
From this historical review the researcher has listed below the ten
management skills areas which the

literature has

indicated are most

important to future manager/leaders:
1.

Communication skills

2.

Decision-making skills

3.

Budget management

4.

Motivational skills

5.

Planning principles

6.

Organizational structuring skills

7.

Conflict management skills

8.

Creative management skills

9.

Change principles

10.

Control process skills

From these skills, specific competencies that developed the skills were
researched and used in the construction of the field survey.
It appears that successful leaders will be those who can, through
their learned leadership competencies, adapt their behaviors to meet the
demands

of the environment

(Berg, 1977).

at a particular moment a problem arises

Looking at the literature, we can see the need for the

development of management competencies in school administration.
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CHAPTER 3

PROCEDURES

Introduction

Evidence was found in the review of literature that the role of the
public school administrator has constantly changed and expanded.
purpose

of this

administrators
competencies

study was

to report current perceptions of selected

from Montana on the need
included

The

to

have

in training prospective

certain management

school

administrators.'

The data provided information that:
1.

Determined if school administrators in Montana felt there was a

need to acquire competencies

in management

theories, principles

and

systems through administrative training programs.
2.
of

Determined if there was any significant difference in the needs

superintendents,

elementary

principals

and

secondary

principals

relating to stated management competencies.
3.

Compared the suggested competencies with the existing curricu

lum for preparing school administrators at Montana State University.
4.

Suggested how these competencies not addressed in the existing

curriculum could be

addressed through the upper division management

courses at Montana State University.
A needs assessment instrument was sent to selected superintendents,
elementary

principals and

secondary

principals.

The instrument

was
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designed to elicit responses as to whether certain competencies would be
valuable in the development of management skills for the school adminis
trator.

The competencies

variables in the study.

(theories, principles and systems)

acted as

The researcher has carefully developed, through

the literature review, the ten categories listed as management skills.
The product was, therefore, a composite list from management and school
administration texts, journals and research materials.
Specific areas of investigation dealt with the following questions:
1.

Which business management

theories,

principles

and

systems,

expressed as needs, would be of most value to the practicing admin
istrator?
2.

Should a minimum number of upper division management courses

offered through the
be

required

in

the

College of Business
School

at Montana State University

Administration

Program

at

Montana State

University?
3.
to

How important is it to deliver the perceived competency needs

prospective

superintendents,

elementary

principals

and

secondary

principals?
This chapter discusses those procedures that were essential to the
collection of the data.
the

following

sections:

The chapter is presented and explained within
(a)

population

description

and

sampling

procedure, (b) categories for investigation, (c) method of data collec
tion, (d) development of instrument validity and reliability, (e) method
of organizing data,

(f) statistical hypothesis,

(g) analysis of data,

(h) precautions taken for accuracy, and (i) summary.
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Population Description and,Sampling Procedure

The population used for this study consisted of all superinten
dents, elementary principals (K-6), and secondary principals
the State of Montana, which totaled '512.

(7-12)

in

The 1982-83 population list

came from the Office of Public Instruction, Helena, Montana. ■ Randomly
arranged

stratified

listings

were

prepared.

The

three

strata were

superintendents, elementary principals,

and secondary principals.

N's

the

for each group were

researcher.

figured once

list was

The

received by the

A chart showing the population in each strata appears in

Table 4 of Appendix C.
A sample size of 150 was determined to be sufficiently large enough
to represent
The

the population distribution accurately

population

for

each

strata

was

not

equal.

stratified sample was calculated (Leedy, 1980).
Appendix C.

(Cochran, 1977).
A

proportionally

The results appear in

The difference in the calculated figures for each strata

were not markedly different enough to warrant proportional stratifica
tion (Ferguson, 1976; Leedy, 1980).
Some difficulties were

encountered

in choosing the samples.

In

Montana many districts have administrators who serve dual roles, i.e.,
superintendents/elementary

principal.

The

problems

that

were

encountered in the sampling procedure are shown in Table 4 of Appendix
C.

The researcher finally used 50 for each strata, totaling 150 in the

sample population.
The stratified listings were numbered in order to facilitate the
v

selection (sampling)

process.

Using a

table of

random numbers,

and
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starting at an appropriately selected random spot on the
samples were picked (Leedy, 1980).

table,

the

The corresponding numbers from the

table, picked in order, determined which person in the list became part
of the sample.
The population was picked because of the location and direct impact
that it could have on the Educational Administration Program at Montana
State University.
response

code

Each of the persons in the sample was

for

later

identification

during

the

assigned a

mailing

process

(Leedy, 1980).

Categories for Investigation

All superintendents, elementary principals and secondary principals
who were identified for the purpose of this study received identical
questionnaires.
The questionnaires were divided into ten categories.

As indicated

earlier, the categories were developed by the researcher after an exten
sive review of the literature.

These skills categories were assumed to

encompass all of the areas of management that are important to school
administrators.

The categories that were included are as follows:

1.

Decision Making

2.

Communication Principles

3.

Budgetary Management Systems

4.

Motivation Theory

5.

Planning Principles

6.

Change Principles

7.

Conflict Management Principles

I
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8.

Creative Management Principles

9.

Control Process Principles

10.

Organizational Structuring Principles

Within these major topic areas was included a total of 28 items which
had been chosen by the researcher, based upon the findings, in the liter
ature.

The items chosen for investigation included competencies found

in the literature by the researcher to have significance in the develop
ment of needed management skills for the school administrator (Drucker,
Stone, Thompson and Morphet, 1974).

Method of Data Collection

The method of gathering data was a mailed survey.

The method was

chosen over other techniques of collection because it best fit the needs
of

the

research.

instrument.

The

survey was

designed

as

a

needs

assessment

This instrument represented a formal systematic attempt to

determine and close the gaps between "what is" and "what
(Kaufman and English, 1979).

should be"

The needs assessment collected the essen

tial data that was used statistically to

test the

stated hypotheses

(Leedy, 1980).
To provide controls on irrelevant and contaminating variables, the
following precautions were taken:
1.

The cover letter accompanying the instrument included a clear

statement of confidentiality for respondents.
2.

Names were used only from the O.P.I. listing.

3.

Only course outlines from the School Administration Program at

Montana State University

and upper division courses from the Management

I
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Program at Montana State University that were applicable to the problem
were used to make comparisons and recommendations.

Development of Instrument Validity
and Reliability

Of paramount importance to this study was
valid and reliable instrument.

the development

of a

Correct procedures were used to develop

an instrument that met the validity and reliability requirements.

The

original format and instrument was developed by the researcher, using
current literature on the topic.
A

sample

of

ten

administrators

instrument and critically evaluate it.

were

asked

the

ten

administrators

to

the

This test was followed

The researcher predeveloped a critical

review questionnaire for the instrument.
to

complete

This procedure helped to develop

the face validity of the instrument (Sax, 1980).
up using the interview method.

to

complete.

Then the instrument was given
Upon

completion

of

the

instrument, the researcher used a review questionnaire to go over the
instrument and cover letter with the administrators.
Once the pilot test was completed, the researcher evaluated the
results and critical reviews.

Appropriate changes were made on the

instrument and cover letter as a result of the pilot test.
To further develop face validity, three staff members from Montana
State University were asked to review the cover letter and instrument.
They were asked to comment on the accuracy and completeness
section.

of each

The comments were evaluated and'further changes in the instru

ment were made where necessary.
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A sample of thirty administrators was drawn to be used in a test/
retest method to test the reliability of the instrument (Sax, 1980).
period of

four weeks between tests was used.

When

A

the respondents

received the retest instrument, they were notified that the purpose of
this

repeated

effort

instrument and that
appreciated.

was

to

help

determine

their cooperation at

the

accuracy

of

the

that time would be deeply

A copy of the second cover letter and instrument appear in

Appendix D.
The reliability coefficient was preset at .80.

This indicates that

only 80 percent of the variation is attributed to variations in the true
score, the remaining 20 percent being attributable to error
1976).

Through the related literature,

standard.

As

seen

in

Table

5

of

(Ferguson,

.80 was found to be a common
Appendix

E,

the

reliability

coefficients met or exceeded this preset standard (Robson, 1976; Fox,
1978; Goor, 1978).
The reliability calculations proved .to be high enough in all but
two of the 28 sections of the instrument.

Those areas were rewritten

for clarity and evaluated by the committee chairperson.

Upon acceptance

by the chairperson, the new items were inserted into the instrument and
printed for the final mailing.

The reliability figures for each section

appear in Table 5 of Appendix E._ The revised sections of the instrument
are in Appendix F. Once the instrument’s reliability was determined to
be acceptable, it was sent out as soon as possible to the remaining 120
members of the sample population.
Course outlines for the School Administration Program at Montana
State

University

and

outlines

for

the

upper

division

courses

in
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management from the College of Business at Montana State University were
collected.

These were used to make comparisons to the competencies to

see if the needs were being met in the administration program or manage
ment program.
In similar studies, the percentage of questionnaires returned was
set at 70 percent. This was the standard that was used by the researcher
for the percent of questionnaires returned from the sample population
(Robson, 1976; Fox, 1978; Goor, 1978).

The researcher used a second

mailing to bring the total response rate for this study to 74 percent.
Of

the

150

instruments

that were

sent

out,

111 were returned.

The

strata breakdown for the sample population and the percent of return for
each strata appear in Table 7 of Appendix G.

A follow-up letter was

also used to increase the response rate.

Method of Organizing Data

The

data for this

instrument.

study were

collected

by

a

needs

assessment

The raw data and statistical data were organized so that

information on each item was all together.

How the data were displayed

appears in Figure I on the following page (Ferguson, 1976).
The Null Hypotheses were tested statistically.
either

accepted

or

rejected,

depending

on

the

The hypotheses were
statistical

outcome.

Lastly, the data were compared to the course outlines from the Educa
tional Administration Program and Management Program at Montana State
University to see where the significant results are being addressed.

I.

Stated H q
High

' Medium

50

48

Low
13

Critical value at .05 level =
Calculated value =
Reject or.Accept Null =

II.

Stated H q
High

Medium

Low

S

TL

11

8

EP

10

22

I

SP

18

15

4

Critical value at .05 level =
Calculated value =
Reject or Accept Null =

Figure I.

Samples of Data Displayed.
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Statistical Hypotheses

Section I : Need for Competency
The following Null and Alternative Hypotheses were tested:
la.

H q -- There is no preference by administrators in the degree
of need for the competency on single-person decisions,
listed within the Decision Making category.
-- There is a preference by administrators in the degree of
need

for

the

competency

on

single-person

decisions,

listed within the Decision Making category.
lb .

H q -- There

is no preference by administrators in the degree

-N

of need

for

the competency

on

small

group

decision

making, listed within the Decision Making category.
H^ -- There is a preference by administrators in the degree of
need for the competency on small group decision making,
listed within the Decision Making category.
lc .

H q -- There

is no preference by administrators in the degree

of need for

the competency

on

large

group

decision

making, listed within the Decision Making category.
H^ -- There is a preference by administrators in the degree of
need for the competency on large group decision making,
listed within the Decision Making category.
Ila.

H q -- There

is no preference by administrators in the degree

of need for the competency on clarifying communications,
listed within the Communications Principles category.
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-- There is a preference by administrators in the degree of
need for the competency on clarifying communications,
listed within the Communications Principles category.
IIb. H q -- There is no preference by administrators in the degree
of need for the competency on non-verbal vs. verbal com
munication, listed within the Communications Principles
category.
-- There is a preference by administrators in the degree of
need for the competency on non-verbal vs. verbal commun
ication,

listed

within

the

Communications

Principles

category.
Ilia.

H q -- There is no preference by administrators in the degree
of

need

budget

for

the

system,

competency

listed

on

within

planning-programmingthe

Budget

Management

Systems category.
H^ -- There is a preference by administrators in the degree of
need for the competency on planning-programming-budget
system,

listed within

the

Budget

Management

Systems

category.
IIIb.

H q -- There

is no preference by administrators in the degree

of need

for

the

competency

on

zero

base

budgeting,

listed within the Budget Management Systems category.
H^ -- There is a preference by administrators in the degree of
need for the competency on zero base budgeting, listed
within the Budget Management Systems category.
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IVa. H q -- There is no preference by administrators in the degree
of need for the competency on content theory, listed
within the Motivation Theory category.
-- There is a preference by administrators in the degree of
need for the competency on content theory, listed within
the Motivation Theory category.
IVb. H q -- There is no preference by administrators in the degree
of need

for the competency on process theory,

listed

within the Motivation Theory category.
H^ -- There is a preference by administrators in the degree of
need for the competency on process theory, listed within
the Motivation Theory category.
IVc. H q —— There is no preference by administrators in the degree
of need for the competency on reinforcement, listed with
the Motivation Theory category.
-- There is a preference by administrators in the degree of
need for the competency on reinforcement, listed within
the Motivation Theory category.
Va.

H q —— There is no preference by administrators in the degree
of

need

for the competency on goal planning, listed

within the Planning Principles category.
H^ -- There is a preference by administrators in the degree of
need for the competency on goal planning, listed within
the Planning Principles category.
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Yb.

H q -- There is no preference by administrators in the degree
of need for the competency on single use plans, listed
'within the Planning Principles category.
-- There is a preference by administrators in the degree of
need for the competency on

single use plans,

listed

within the Planning Principles category.
Vc.

H q -- There is no preference by administrators in the degree

of need for the competency on standing plans ? listed
within the Planning Principles category.
-- There is a preference by administrators in the degree of
need for the competency on standing plans, listed within
the Planning Principles category.
Via.

H q -- There is no preference by administrators in the degree

of

need

for

the

competency

on

coordination,

listed

within the Organizational Structure Theories category.
H^ -- There is a preference by administrators in the degree of
need for the competency on coordination,

listed within

the Organizational Structure Theories category.
VIb. H q -- There is no preference by administrators in the degree
of need for the competency on span of management, listed
within the Organizational Structure Theories category.
H^ -- There is a preference by administrators in the degree of
need for the competency on span of management, listed
within the Organizational Structure Theories category.
Vila.

H q -- There is no preference by administrators in the degree

of

need

for

the

competency

on

conflict

management
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principles,

listed

within

the

Conflict

Management

Principles category.

HI

There is a preference by administrators in the degree of
need for the competency on conflict management princi
ples, listed within the Conflict Management Principles
category.

VIIb. H0

There is no preference by administrators in the degree
of need for the competency on conflict reduction, listed
within the Conflict Management Principles category.
There is a preference by administrators in the degree of
need for the competency on conflict reduction,

listed

within the Conflict Management Principles category.
VIIc. H q

There is no preference by administrators in the degree
of need for the competency on conflict resolution, list
ed within the Conflict Management Principles category.

H

I

There is a preference by administrators in the degree of
need for the competency on conflict resolution,

listed

within the Conflict Management Principles category.

Villa. H0

There is no preference by administrators in the degree
of need for the competency on brainstorming principles,
listed within the Creativity Management Principles cate
gory.

H

I

There is a preference by administrators in the degree of
need

for

the competency on brainstorming principles,

listed within the Creativity Management Principles cate
gory.
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VII Ib. H q -- There is no preference by administrators in the degree
of need for the competency on synectics, listed within
the Creativity Management Principles category.
H ^ - - There is a preference by administrators in the degree of
need for the competency on synectics, listed within the
Creativity Management Principles category.
VIH e .

H q -- There is no preference by administrators in the degree
of need for the competency on group process for creative
decision making, listed within the Creativity Management
Principles category.
H1 -- There is a preference by administrators in the degree of
need for the competency on group process for creative
decision making, listed within the Creativity Management
Principles category.

IXa. Hq -- There
of

is no preference by administrators in the degree

need

for

competency

on

structural

change, listed

within the Change Principles category.
H1 -- There is a preference by administrators in the degree of
need for competency on structural change, listed within
the Change Principles category.
IXb. H q -- There is no preference by administrators in the degree
of need

for competency on technology changes, listed

within the Change Principles category.
H1 -- There is a preference by administrators in the degree of
need for competency on technology changes, listed within
the Change Principles category.

IL
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IXc. Hq -- There is no preference by administrators in the degree
of

need

for

competency

on people change principles,

listed within the Change Principles category.
-- There is a preference by administrators in the degree of
need for competency on people change principles, listed
within the Change Principles category.
I

X a . H q -- There is no preference by administrators in the degree
of need for competency on steering control principles,
listed within the Control Process Principles category.
-- There is a preference by administrators in the degree of
need

for

competency

on

steering

control

principles,

listed within the Control Process Principles category.
Xb. H q -- There is no preference by administrators in the degree
of need for competency on yes or no screening controls,
listed within the Control Process Principles category.
-- There is a preference by administrators in the degree of
need for competency on yes

or no

screening controls,

listed within the Control Process Principles category.

Xe. Hq -- There
of

is no preference by administrators in the degree

need

for

the

competency on post-action controls,

listed within the Control Process Principles category.
-- There is a preference by administrators in the degree of
need for the competency on post-action controls, listed
within the Control Process Principles category.
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XIa. H q -- There is no preference by administrators in the degree
of need for the competency on energy management systems,
listed within the Other Principles category.
-- There is a preference by administrators in the degree of
need for the competency on energy management

systems,

listed within the Other Principles category.

Section II: Need for Competency
by Administrative Groups'
To

determine

management

skills

the

need

for

each

competency

item

category by administrative groups

elementary principals and. secondary principals)

within

each

(superintendents,

and to determine

the

differences among the groups of administrators, the following Null and
Alternative Hypotheses were tested:
la.

H q -- The degree of need for the competency on single-person

decisions,

within the Decision

Making category,

is

independent of administrative position.
H^ -- The degree of need for the competency on single-person
decisions,

within the Decision

Making category,

is

dependent of administrative position.
lb

.

H q -- The

degree of need

decisions,

for the competency on small-group

within the Decision

Making category,

is

independent of administrative position.
H^ -- The degree of need for the competency on
decisions,

within the Decision

small-group

Making category,

dependent of administrative position.

is
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Tc.

H q -- The degree of need for the competency on large-group
decision making, within the Decision Making category, is
independent of administrative position.
-- The degree of need

for the competency on large-group

decision making, within the Decision Making category, is
dependent of administrative position.
l la.

H q --The degree of need for the competency on clarifying your
communications, within

the

Communications

Principles

category, is independent of administrative position.
H^ -- The degree of need for the competency on clarifying your
communications,

within

the

Communications

Principles

category, is dependent of administrative position.
l lb.

H q -- The degree of need
communication
Communication

for the competency on

vs. verbal

communication,

Principles category,

is

non-verbal
within

independent

the
of

administrative position.
H^ -- The degree of need

for the competency on

communication

vs. verbal

Communication

Principles

communication,
category,

is

non-verbal
within

dependent

the
of

administrative position.
Ilia.

Hq

-- The degree of need

for the competency

on

planning-

programming-budgeting system, within the Budget Manage
ment Systems category, is independent of administrative
position.
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-- The degree. of need for the competency on planning
programming -budgeting system, within the Budget Manage
ment Systems category, is dependent of administrative
position.
IIIb.

H q -- The degree of need for the competency on zero base bud
geting, within the Budget Management Systems category,
is independent of administrative position.
-- The degree of need for the competency on zero base bud
geting, within the Budget Management Systems category,
is dependent of administrative position.

IVa. H q -- The degree of need for the competency on content theory,
within the Motivation Theory category, is independent of
administrative position.
H^ -- The degree of need for the competency on content theory,
within the Motivation Theory category,

is dependent of

administrative position.
IVb. H q -- The degree of need for the competency on process theory,
within the Motivation Theory category, is independent of
administrative position.
H^ -- The degree of need for the competency on process theory,
within'the Motivation Theory category, is dependent of
administrative position.

IVc. H q — — The degree of need for the competency on reinforcement,
within the Motivation Theory category, is independent of
administrative position.
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H 1 -- The degree of need for the competency on reinforcement,
within the Motivation Theory category, is dependent of
administrative position.
V a . H q -- Ihe degree of need for the competency on goal planning,
within the Planning Principles category, is independent
of administrative position.
H1 -- The degree of need for the competency on goal planning,
within the Planning Principles category, is dependent of
administrative position.
V b . H q —— The

degree of

need for

the

competency on single-use

plans, within the Planning Principles category, is inde
pendent of administrative position.
H 1 -- The degree
plans,

of

need for the

within

the Planning

competency on
Principles

single-use

category,

is

dependent of administrative position.
V c . H q -- The degree of need for the competency on standing plans,
within the Planning Principles category, is independent
of administrative position.
H1 -- The degree of need for the competency on standing plans,
within the Planning Principles category, is dependent of
administrative position.
Via.

H q -- The degree of need for the competency on coordination,

within the Organizational Structure Theories category,
is independent of administrative position.
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-- The degree of need for the competency on coordination,
within the Organizational Structure Theories category,
is dependent of administrative position.
VIb. H q -- The degree of need for the competency on span of manage
ment, within the Organizational Structure Theories cate
gory, is independent of administrative position.
-- The degree of need for the competency on span of manage
ment, within the Organizational Structure Theories cate
gory, is dependent of administrative position.
Vila.

H q —— The degree of need for the competency on conflict simu
lation, within the Conflict Management Principles cate
gory, is independent of administrative position.
H^ -- The degree of need for the competency on conflict simu
lation, within the Conflict Management Principles cate
gory, is dependent of administrative position.

VIIb.

H q -- The

degree

reduction,

of

need

within

for

the

the

competency

Conflict

on

Management

conflict

Principles

category, is independent of administrative position.
H^ -- The

degree

reduction,

of

need

within

for

the

the

competency

Conflict

on

Management

conflict

Principles

category, is dependent of administrative position.

VIIc. H q —— The degree of need for the competency on conflict reso
lution, within the Conflict Management Principles cate
gory, is independent of administrative position.
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-- The degree of need for the competency on conflict reso
lution, within the Conflict Management Principles cate
gory, is dependent of administrative position.
Villa.

H q -- The degree of need for the competency on brainstorming
principles, within the Creativity Management Principles
category, is independent of administrative position.
H j - - The degree of need for the competency on brainstorming
principles, within the Creativity Management Principles
category, is dependent of administrative position.

VIIIb. H q

-- The degree of need

for the competency

on

synectics,

within the Creativity Management Principles category, is
independent of administrative position.
Hj--

The degree

of need for

the competency

on

synectics,

within the Creativity Management Principles category, is
dependent of administrative position.
VIH e .

Hq -- The

degree of need for the competency on group process

for creative
Management

decision making, within
Principles

category,

is

the

Creativity

independent

of

administrative position.
H j - - The degree of need for the competency on group process
for creative

decision making, within

the

Creativity

Management Principles category, is dependent of adminis
trative position.
IXa. H q —— The

degree of need

for

the competency on

structural

change, within the Change Principles category, is inde
pendent of administrative position.
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--,The degree
change,

of need

within

the

for

the competency on

Change

Principles

structural

category,

is

dependent of administrative position.
IXb. H q -- The

degree

changes,

of need for the competency

within

the

Change

Principles

on technology
category,

is

independent of administrative position.
-- The degree
changes,

of need for

within

the

the competency

Change

Principles

on

technology

category,

is

dependent of administrative position.
IXc. H q -- The degree of need for the competency on people change
principles, within the Change

Principles

category,

is

independent of administrative position.
-- The degree of need for the competency on people change
principles,

within the

Change Principles category,

is

dependent of administrative position.
Xa. H q -- The degree of need for the competency on steering con
trol principles, within the Control Process Principles
category, is independent of administrative position.
-- The degree of need for the competency on steering con
trol principles, within the Control Process principles
category, is dependent of administrative position.

Xb . H q -- The degree of need for the competency on yes or no
screening

controls,

within

the

Control

Process

Principles category, is independent of administrative
position.

I
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-- The degree of need

for

screening

.controls,

Principles

category,

the competency

within
is

the

on yes

Control

dependent

of

or no
Process

administrative

position.
Xe.

H q -- The degree of need for

controls, within the

the competency on post-action

Control Process Principles cate

gory, is independent of administrative position.
H j - - The degree of need for the competency on post-action
controls, within the Control Process

Principles

cate

gory, is dependent of administrative position.
XIa. H q -- The degree of need for the competency on energy manage
ment systems, within the Other Principles category, is
independent of administrative position.
Hj —— The degree of need for the competency on energy manage
ment systems, within the Other Principles category,

is

dependent of administrative position.

Section III: Need for Competency in Grad
uate Program by Administrative Group
To determine
within

the

the need

graduate

for each competency

administrative

Alternative Hypotheses were tested.
administrative groups.

program,

the

item to be

included

following Null

and

This information was separated into

The differences among the groups of administra

tors were observed to determine how they felt about having each of the
competencies in a graduate program.

la.

H

q

--

The degree of need for the competency on single-person
decisions,

within the

Decision Making category,

to be

55,

•

included in a Graduate Administration Program is inde
pendent of administrative position.
H1 -- The degree of need for the competency on single-person
decisions,

within the Decision Making category, to be

included in a Graduate Administration Program is depen
dent of administrative position.
Tb.

Hq -- The

degree of need for the

competency on

small-group

decision making, within the Decision Making category, to
be included in a Graduate School Administrative Program
is independent of administrative position.
H^ -- The degree of need for

the

competency on small-group

decision making, within the Decision Making category, to
be included in a Graduate School Administrative Program
is dependent of administrative position.
Ic. H q —— The degree of need for

the competency on

large-group

decision making, within the Decision Making category, to
be included in a Graduate School Administrative Program,
is independent of administrative position.
H^ -- The degree of need for the competency on

large-group

decision making, within the Decision Making category, to
be included in a Graduate School Administrative Program,
is dependent of administrative position.
Ila.

H q -- The degree of need for the competency on clarifying your
communications, within the Communication Principles cat
egory, to be included in a Graduate School Administra
tive Program is independent of administrative position.
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-- The degree of need for the competency on clarifying your
communications, within the Communication Principles cat
egory, to be included in a Graduate School Administra
tive Program, is dependent of administrative position.
IIb.

Hq --

The degree of need for
communication

vs.

the competency on

verbal

communication,

non-verbal
within

the

Communication Principles category, to be included in a
Graduate School Administrative Program is independent of
administrative position.
-- The degree of need for
communication

vs.

the competency on

verbal

communication,

non-verbal
within

the

Communication Principles category, to be included in a
Graduate School Administrative Program is dependent of
administrative position.
Ilia.

H q --

The degree of need for

the competency on

planning-

programming-budgeting system, within the Budget Manage
ment

Systems

category,

to be

included

in a

Graduate

School Administrative Program is independent of adminis
trative position.
H^ --

The degree of need for

the competency on

plahning-

programming-budgeting system, within the Budget Manage
ment

Systems

category,

to be

included

i n .a Graduate

School Administrative Program is dependent of adminis
trative position.

IIIb.

H q -- The degree of need for the competency on zero base bud
geting,

within the

Budget Management Systems category,
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to

be

included in a Graduate

School

Administrative

Program is independent of administrative position.
-- The degree of need for the competency on zero base bud
geting, within the Budget Management Systems category,
to

be

included in

a

Graduate

School

Administrative

Program is dependent of administrative position.
IVa.

H q -- The degree of need for the competency on content theory,
within the Motivation Theory category, to be included in
a Graduate School Administrative Program is independent
of administrative position.
-- The degree of need for the competency on content theory,
within the Motivation Theory category, to be included in
a Graduate School Administrative Program is dependent of
administrative position.

IVb.

Hq -- The

degree of need for the competency on process theory,

within the Motivation Theory category, to be included in
a Graduate School Administrative Program is independent
of administrative position.
H^ -- The degree of need for the competency on process theory,
within the Motivation Theory category, to be included in
a Graduate School Administrative Program is dependent of
administrative position.
IVc. H q -- The degree of need for the competency on reinforcement,
within the Motivation Theory category, to be included in
a Graduate School Administrative Program is independent
of administrative position.
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H1 -- The degree of need for the competency on reinforcement,
within the Motivation Theory category, to be included in
a Graduate School Administrative Program is dependent of
administrative position.
Va.

Hq -- The degree of need for the competency on goal planning,
within the Planning Principles category, to be included
in a Graduate School Administrative Program is indepen
dent of administrative position.
H1 -- The degree of need for the competency on goal planning,
within the Planning Principles category, to be included
in a Graduate School Administrative Program is dependent
of administrative position.

Yb.

H q -- The degree of need
plans,

for

the competency on

single-use

within the Planning Principles category, to be

included in a Graduate School Administrative Program is
independent of administrative position.
H 1 -- The degree of need for the competency on

single-use

plans, within the Planning Principles category, to be
included in a Graduate School Administrative Program is
dependent of administrative position.
V c . H q -- The degree of need for the competency on standing plans,
within the Planning Principles category, to be included
in a Graduate School Administrative Program is indepen
dent of administrative position.
H 1 -- The degree of need for the competency on standing plans,

I

within the Planning Principles category,

to be included
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in a Graduate School Administrative Program is dependent
of administrative position.
Via.

Hq -- The degree of need for the competency on coordination,
within the Organizational Structure Theories category,
to

be included

in

a

Graduate

School

Administrative

Program is independent of administrative position.
-- The degree of need for the competency on coordination,
within the Organizational Structure Theories category,
to

be included

in

a

Graduate

School

Administrative

Program is dependent of administrative position.
VIb. H q -- The degree of need for the competency on span of manage
ment,

within

the

Organizational

Structure

Theories

category, to be included in a Graduate

School Admin

istrative

administrative

Program

is

independent

of

position.
-- The degree of need for the competency on span of manage
ment,

within

the

category, to be
istrative

Organizational

included

Program

is

Structure

Theories

in a Graduate School Admin

dependent

of

administrative

position.
Vila.

H q —— The degree of need for the competency on conflict stimu
lation, within the Conflict Management Principles cate
gory, to be included in a Graduate School Administrative
Program is independent of administrative position.

H^ -- The degree of need for the
stimulation,

competency

within the Conflict Management

on

conflict

Principles
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category, to be included in a Graduate School Admin
istrative

Program

is

independent

of

administrative

position.
VIIb. H q -- The degree of need for the competency on conflict reduc
tion, within the Conflict Management

Principles cate

gory, to be included in a Graduate School Administrative
Program is independent of administrative position.
-- The degree of need for the competency on conflict reduc
tion, within the Conflict Management

Principles

cate

gory, to be included in a Graduate School Administrative
Program is dependent of administrative position.
Vile.

H q -- The degree of need for the competency on conflict resol

ution, within the Conflict Management Principles cate
gory, to be included in a Graduate School Administrative
Program is independent of administrative position.
H^ -- The degree of need for the competency on conflict resol
ution, within the Conflict Management Principles cate
gory, to be included in a Graduate School Administrative
Program is dependent of administrative position.
Villa.

H q -- The degree of need for the competency on brainstorming

principles, within the Creativity Management Principles
category,

to be

istrative

included

Program

is

in a Graduate School Admin

independent

of

administrative

position.

H^ -- The degree of need for the competency on brainstorming
principles,

within the Creativity Management Principles
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category, to be included in a Graduate School Adminis
trative Program is dependent of administrative position.
VIIIb. H q -- The degree of need

for

the competency on

synectics,

within the Creativity Management Principles category, to
be included in a Graduate School Administrative Program
is independent of administrative position.
The degree of need

for

the competency

on

synectics,

within the Creativity Management Principles category, to
be included in a Graduate School Administrative Program
is dependent of administrative position.
VIH e .

H q —— The degree of need for the competency on group process
for creative
Management

decision

Principles

making, within
category,

to

be

the Creativity
included

in

a

Graduate School Administrative Program is independent of
administrative position.
H1 -- The degree of need for the competency on group process
for creative
Management

decision making, within

Principles

category, to

be

the Creativity
included

in a

Graduate School Administrative Program is dependent of
administrative position.
IXa. H q --

The degree of need for the competency

on structural

change, within the Creativity Management Principles cat
egory, to be included in a Graduate School Administra
tion Program is independent of administrative position.
H1

-- The degree of need
change, within

the

for

the competency

Creativity

on structural

Management

principles
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category, to be included in a Graduate School Adminis
tration Program is dependent of administrative position.
IXb. H q -- The degree

of need

changes, within

for

the

the competency

Creativity

on technology

Management Principles

category, to be included in a Graduate

School Admin

istrative

administrative

Program

is

independent

of

position.
H1 -- The

degree of need

changes, within

for

the

the competency on technology

Creativity

Management Principles

category, to be included in a Graduate School Adminis
trative Program is dependent of administrative position.
IXc. H q -- The degree of need for the competency on people change
principles, within the Creativity Management Principles
category,
istrative

to be

included

Program is

in a Graduate School Admin

independent

of

administrative

position.
H 1 -- The degree of need for the competency on people change
principles, within the Creativity Management Principles
category, to be included in a Graduate School Adminis
trative Program is dependent of administrative position.
X a . H q -- The degree of need for the competency on steering con
trol principles, within the Control Process Principles
category, to be included in a Graduate
istrative
position.

Program is

independent

of

School Admin
administrative
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-- The degree of need for the competency on steering con
trol principles, within the Control Process Principles
category, to be included in a Graduate School Adminis
trative Program is dependent of administrative position.
Xb. H q -- The degree of need
screening

for the competency on yes

controls,

within

the

Control

or ho
Process

Principles category, to be included in a Graduate School
Administrative Program is independent of administrative
position.
-- The degree of need
screening

for

controls,

the competency

within

the

on yes

Control

or no
Process

Principles category, to be included in a Graduate School
Administrative

Program

is dependent of administrative

position.
Xe.

H q -- The degree of need for the competency on post-action
controls,

within the

Control Process Principles cate

gory, to be included in a Graduate School Administrative
Program is independent of administrative position.
-- The degree of need for the
controls,

within the

competency on post-action

Control Process Principles cate

gory, to be included in a Graduate School Administrative
Program is dependent of administrative position.
XIa. H q -- The degree of need for the competency on energy manage
ment systems, within the Other Principles category, to
be included in a Graduate School Administrative Program
is independent of administrative position.
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-- The degree of need for the competency on energy manage
ment systems, within the Other Principles category, to be
included in a Graduate School Administrative Program is
dependent of administrative position.
The demographic data are presented descriptively
Appendix H.

in Table

8 of

This information includes averages for:

1.

Number of years teaching experience.

2.

Number of years administrative experience.

3.

Present degree held (masters, specialist, doctorate).

Analysis of Data

When data is assigned to categories in a well-defined manner, there
is nominal scaling.

This study compared categories among themselves and

contrasted how samples differ in terms of assignment into categories.
For this reason, Chi Square was chosen as the most appropriate statisti
cal test for the purpose of this study (Ferguson, 1976).
first tested by the Chi Square Goodness of Fit Test.

The data were

Each of the Null

Hypotheses was tested from Section I of the Statistical Hypotheses.

A

one-by-three matrix was formed for each competency item within each of
the management skills categories.

The three boxes represent each of the

three degrees of need for that item (competency).
was designated by High, Medium or Low.

The degree of need

Analysis by using the Chi Square

determined whether to retain or reject the Null Hypothesis in each case.
The data were also tested by the Chi Square Test of Independence. A
three-by-three matrix was used for this test.

The three administrative

groups (superintendents, elementary principals and secondary principals)
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represented one side of the matrix.

The degree of need

once again

represented the other side of the matrix. All 28 items from Section II
of the Statistical Hypotheses section were analyzed for significance.
The Null Hypothesis in each case was retained or rejected

(Ferguson,

1976).
The data on the need for the competency within the School Adminis
tration Program at Montana State University were also tested using the
Chi Square Test of Independence.

The matrix was three--by-three.

important to separate the needs into the administrative

It was

groups.

needs by the different administrators were different in some cases.
programs for the

three

administrative

groups are different

concern had to be shown in the analysis.

The
The

and some

After testing, the Null Hypo

thesis was retained or rejected.
The level of significance used to test the Null Hypotheses in this
study was .05.
cant at the

If we speak of a factor as being statistically signifi

.05 level, we are stating that we are allowing a certain

narrow margin of variance, which the researcher deems to be natural and
a result of pure chance.
Any variation within this statistically permissible band
is not considered to be important enough to claim our
attention.
Whatever exceeds these limits, however, is
considered to be the result of some determinative factor
other than that of natural fortuitousness, and so the
influence is considered to be a significant one (Leedy,
1980).
This level of significance was chosen because of its narrow band of var
iance, and it was the one most researchers use
literature

also

significance

indicated that

has also

in similar

(Tuckman, 1972).

studies

the

.05

level

The
of

been used (Robson, 1976; Fox, 1978; Goor, 1978).
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The level of significance (.05) helped to avoid a Type-I error (reject
ing a true null)(Ferguson, 1976).

The sample size of 150 administrators

helped to avoid a Type-II error since the population was homogeneous
(all school administrators).
The

course

summaries

from

both

the

Educational

Administration

Program and the upper division management courses from the College of
Business

at Montana State University were visually

significant results of the study.

compared

to

the

This was done to see if areas could

be identified where competencies had been addressed, or if the competen
cies

were

lacking

in

the

Educational

Administration Program.

This

information will be presented in Chapter 4.
As

a

last step

in the

study,

relating the findings of this topic.

the researcher wrote a monograph
The monograph was submitted to the

Graduate Committee for review.

Precautions for Accuracy

The

data generated by

the

study were

system at Montana State University.
checked.

analyzed by

the computer

The calculations were also hand-

This procedure helped to assure the accuracy of statistical

outcomes.

Summary

The purpose of this study was to determine if school administrators
in Montana expressed a need to be exposed to management skill competen
cies

(theories, principles

and systems).

collect data on the differences in these

The

study

also

served

to

needs for the competency items
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among administrative groups (superintendents, elementary principals and
secondary principals).

The data also generated information on the need

for the competency items

to be

taught during a graduate program in

school administration.
The sample population and the strata for that sample were deter
mined using

appropriate methods.

A sample of 150 administrators

(50

superintendents, 50 elementary principals and 50 secondary principals)
from across Montana were sent a Management Competency Development Ques
tionnaire.

A cover letter explaining the purpose of the questionnaire

accompanied the instrument.
The method of data collection determined to be most appropriate for
the

study

was

a

needs

assessment.

The

information

used

in

the

instrument was collected by the researcher through the review of related
literature.

Major

skills

categories

in management were

determined.

Competencies (theories, principles and systems) that would help develop
these skills were listed below appropriate categories.

A total of 28

competencies were developed.
The development of the questionnaire and the cover letter was a
very important step in the study.

The instrument was field tested for

its validity and reliability before being used in the study.

The face

validity was developed through the review of literature, the review of
the

instrument and cover letter by

the

ten administrators,

review by three instructors at Montana State University,,
situation

was

used

to test the reliability.

reliability were reached during the field test.

and the

A test/retest

Appropriate

levels

of
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Null and Alternative Hypotheses were developed for the three major
sections of the study. These sections were:
1.

The need for the competency by administrators.

2.

The need for the competency by administrative groups (superin

tendents , elementary principals and secondary principals).
3.

The

need

for

the

competency

program in school administration

to be

included

in a graduate

(as determined by the three separate

administrative groups).
The data were analyzed using Chi Square.

This statistic was found

to be the best suited to yield the type of information that was needed.
The level of significance was preset at the .05 level.

Precautions were

taken for accuracy by utilizing the computer system at Montana State
University to calculate the Chi Square figures.
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CHAPTER 4

ANALYSIS OF DATA

Introduction

This chapter presents the analysis of data gathered in the study.
The specific data are delineated in Tables 9 through 36, which appear in
Appendix J.

These tables are divided into four major sections.

I, the degree of need
tested

using

Chi

(high, medium,

Square

medium,

low)

for

the

Chi

Square

(a

competency

principal)

Twenty-eight Null

among administrative

matrix).

Twenty-eight

(high, medium,

Null

Section III, the difference among

(superintendent, elementary principal,

in the need

groups

secondary principal) was tested

three-by-three

Hypotheses were tested in Section II.
administrative groups

was

Section II, the difference in need

(superintendent, elementary principal,
using

for each competency,

(a one-by-three matrix).

Hypotheses were tested in Section I.
(high,

low)

Section

low)

secondary

for the competency

to be

included in a Graduate School Educational Administrative Program, was
tested using

a Chi Square

three-by-three matrix.

Twenty-eight

Null

Hypotheses were tested in Section III.
Course descriptions

from the present

Educational

Administration

Program and the upper division business management courses appear in
Appendix I. Table I (page 85) presents a summary of rejected and retain
ed hypotheses from this study.

With the aid of the course descriptions
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and the significant results from Section I of the tables in Appendix J,
the researcher was able to develop Table 2 (page 88), which shows in
which courses significant competencies were addressed.
The Null Hypothesis from each section
item number are stated in the same table.
data

supports

(I, II, III)

for the same

An explanation of why the'

the retention or rejection of the Null Hypothesis

included in the summaries in this chapter.

is

Included in each summary are

references to percentage results taken from the raw data in the tables.
This was done for ease of interpretation.
data,

the

level of

significance,

The tables included the raw

critical value

of Chi

Square, the

calculated value of Chi Square, and whether (according to the data) the
hypothesis was retained or rejected.
In Sections

TI

and

III

of

the

tables,

certain

matrices were collapsed to a two-by-three matrix.
degree of

need

and

3

=

the

administrative

elementary principal, secondary principal).

three-by-three

In this case, 2 = the

groups

(superintendent,

This procedure was used to

provide the most accuracy in reporting outcomes. Any raw data appearing
in each column that was

less

than or

equal

to three was collapsed

(Ferguson, 1976).
The tables that were collapsed were marked with an asterisk.

The

tables that showed a significant result at the .05 level (rejecting the
Null Hypotheses) were marked with two asterisks.
ations were used in reporting the data:

The following abbrevi

H = high, M = medium, L = low;

S = superintendent, EP = elementary principal, SP = secondary principal;
GSAP = Graduate School Administration Program.
table for each competency item.

A summary follows the
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Discussion

The data on the need to be exposed to theories on single-person
decisions are shown in Table 9 of Appendix J.

There was a significant

preference by administrators in the need to be exposed to theories on
single-person decisions.

The need was not low.

Section I, la, was rejected.

Over

45 percent

The Null Hypothesis in
of the

administrators

identified the competency as having a high need and over 43 percent of
the administrators identified the competency as being a medium need.
There was also a significant preference in the need to be exposed to
theories

on

single-person

Superintendents

showed

a

decisions

high

need,

among

administrative

groups.

elementary principals

showed a

medium need, and secondary principals did not show a low need.

The Null

Hypothesis in Section II, la, was rejected.

There was no significant

difference in the degree of need for theories on single-person decisions
to be included in a GSAP among administrative groups.
low in all the administrative groups.
III,

la, was

retained.

There was no

The need was not

The Null Hypothesis in Section
significant preference

in the

degree of need among administrative groups to include competencies on
single-person decision making in a GSAP.
The data on the need to be

exposed to theories

decision making are shown in Table 10 of Appendix J.

on

small-group

There was a signi

ficant preference by administrators to be exposed to theories on smallgroup decision making.

The need was not low.

Section I, Ib, was rejected.
identified the competency as

Over

54 percent

The Null Hypothesis in
of the

having a high need and

administrators

over 38 percent of
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the administrators identified the competency as having a medium need.
There were no significant findings in Sections TI and TI for item lb.
There was no significant difference in the degree of need among adminis
trative

groups

making.

There was no significant difference in the degree of need among

administrative

to be exposed to competencies on small-group decision

groups

to

be

exposed

to

competencies

on

small-group

decision making within a GSAP.
The

data on the need to be

exposed to theories on large-group

decision making are shown in Table 11 of Appendix J.

There was a signi

ficant preference by administrators to be exposed to theories on largegroup decision making.
Section

I,

Ic was

The need was medium.

rejected.

Over 32 percent

The Null Hypothesis in
of the

administrators

identified the competency as having a high need, over 45 percent of the
administrators identified the competence as having a medium need, and
over

21 percent

of

having a low need.
III for item Ic.
tive

groups

in

the administrators

identified

the

competency

as

There were no significant findings in Section II and
There was no significant difference among administra

the

need

to

be

exposed to theories

on large-group

decision making. There was no significant difference among administra
tive

groups

on

the

need

to

be

exposed to theories

on large-group

decision making within a GSAP.
The data on the need for communication clarification are shown in
Table 12 of Appendix J.

There was a significant preference by adminis

trators in the degree of need for competencies on clarifying communica
tions. The preference was high.
68 percent of the

The Null Hypothesis was rejected.

administrators identified the

Over

competency as having a
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high need

and

over

26 percent

of

the

administrators

identified

the

competency as having a medium need.

The Null Hypotheses in Sections II

and III for item IIa were retained.

There was no significant difference

in the degree of need among administrative

groups

competencies

There was no significant

on clarifying communications.

to be

exposed

to

difference among administrative groups to be exposed to competencies on
clarifying communications within a GSAP.
The data on verbal versus non-verbal communication are
Table 13 of Appendix J.
trators

to

be

communications.

shown

in

There was a significant preference by adminis

exposed

to

competencies

The need was medium.

Section, IIb was rejected.

on

verbal

versus

non-verbal

Therefore, the Null Hypothesis in

Over 31 percent of the administrators iden

tified the competency as having a high need and over 55 percent of the
administrators identified the competency as having a medium need.

There

were no significant differences among administrative groups for Sections
II and III in H q of IIb; therefore, the Null Hypotheses were retained.
There was no significant difference among administrative groups to be
exposed

to

competencies

on verbal

versus

non-verbal

communications

included in a GSAP.
The data on programming budgeting systems are shown in Table 14 of
Appendix J.

There was a significant preference by administrators to be

exposed to the competency on planning programming budgeting
The preference was not low.
I, Ilia, was rejected.
the

competency

as

systems.

Therefore, the Null Hypothesis in Section

Over 42 percent of the administrators identified

having

a

high

need

and

administrators as having a medium need to be

over

44 percent of the

exposed to the competency.
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In Sections II and III there were no significant differences found in H q
of

IIIb

among

sections were

administrative
retained.

groups.

There

was

The Null Hypotheses

no

significant

for both

difference

among

/

administrative

groups

to

be

programming-budgeting

systems.

among

groups

administrative

exposed

to

There

was

to

be

competencies
no

exposed

on

planning

significant
to

difference

planning-programming

budgeting systems in a GSAP.
The data on the need for exposure to zero-based budgeting are shown
in Table

15 of Appendix J.

There was

a

significant

preference

by

administrators to be exposed to competencies on zero-based budgeting.
The preference was medium.

Therefore, the Null Hypothesis

Section

Over

I

was

rejected.

34

percent

of

the

administrators

identified the competency as having a high ■need and over
identified the competency as having a medium need.
IIIb for Sections
differences

were

II and
found

III

among

were

retained

administrative

IIIb for

51 percent

The Null Hypotheses

because
groups.

no

significant

There

was

no

significant difference among administrative groups in the need to be
exposed

to

competencies

on

zero-based

budgeting.

There

was

no

significant difference among administrative groups in the need to be
exposed to zero-based budgeting in a GSAP.
The data on the need for content theory are shown in Table 16 of
Appendix J.

There was a significant preference by administrators to be

exposed to content theories on motivation.

The preference was not low.

Therefore, in Section I, IVa, the Null Hypothesis was rejected.

The

Null Hypotheses IIIb for Sections II and III were retained because no
significant

differences were found among

administrative groups.

There
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was no significant difference among administrative groups to be exposed
to

competencies

significant

on

content

difference

theories

on

motivation.

among administrative

groups

There

to be

was

no

exposed to

content theories on motivation within a GSAP.
The data on the need for process theory are shown in Table 17 of
Appendix J .

There was a significant preference by administrators to be

exposed to process theory.

The preference was not low.

Section I the Null Hypothesis IVb was rejected.

Therefore, in

Over 38 percent of the

administrators identified the competency as having a high need.

Over 47

percent of the administrators

identified

medium need.

IVb, the Null Hypothesis was retained.

In Section

II,

the competency as having

a

There was no significant difference among administrative groups to be
exposed to the theory.
rejected.

There

groups

the

in

program.

were

need

The

The Null Hypothesis of Section III, IVb, was
significant

differences

among

administrative

to be exposed to process

theory

in a graduate

elementary

and

secondary

principals

in

the

sample

responded to the need to have the competency in a GSAP, with 39 percent
stating a high need and 52 percent indicating a medium need.

The super

intendents identified the need in a GSAP as 19 percent high, 45 percent
medium and 33 percent low.
The data on the need for reinforcement theory are shown in Table 18
of Appendix J.
be

There was a significant preference by administrators to

exposed to competencies on reinforcement listed in the motivation

theory category.
Hypothesis

The preference was medium.

IVc was

rejected.

identified the competency

Over

59 percent

In Section I, the Null
of the administrators

as having a medium need.

In Sections II and
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III, the Null Hypotheses were retained. There was no significant differ
ence among

administrative groups

to be

exposed to the reinforcement

category or to have the category included in a GSAP.
. The data on the need for competencies on goal planning are shown in
Table 19 of Appendix J.

There was a significant preference by adminis

trators

to

to

be

exposed

competencies

planning principles category.

on goal planning within the

The preference was high.

the Null Hypothesis Va was rejected.

In Section I,

Over 72 percent of the administra

tors identified the competency as having a high need and
identified it as a medium need.

27 percent

In Section II, there was no significant

difference found in the degree of need for competencies on goal planning
among administrative

groups.

Hypothesis Va was retained.
rejected.

Therefore, within Section II, the Null
In Section III, the Null hypothesis was

The superintendents and secondary principals showed a higher

preference to have goal planning included in a GSAP than the elementary
principals.
The data on single-use plans competencies are shown in Table 20 of
Appendix J.

There was a significant preference by administrators to be

exposed to single-use plans.

The need was medium.

Null Hypothesis Vb was rejected.

In Section I, the

Over 56 percent of the administrators

identified the competency as having a medium need.
III, the Null Hypotheses were retained.

In Sections II and

There was no significant dif-

ference in the degree of need for exposure to single-use plans among
administrative groups.

There also was no difference in the degree of

need for the competency on single-use plans to be included in a GSAP
among administrative groups.
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The data on the need for standing plans competencies are shown in
Table 21 of Appendix J.
trators

There was a significant preference by adminis

to be. exposed t o . standing plans competencies.

The need was

medium to high.

In Section I, the Null Hypothesis Vc was

Over

of the administrators

54

percent

identified the

rejected.

competency as

having a medium need and over 29 percent identified the competency as
having a high need.
retained.
exposure

In Sections II and III, the Null Hypotheses were

There was no significant difference in the degree of need for
to

standing plan

competencies

among administrative

groups.

There was also no difference in the degree of need for the competency on
standing plans to be included in a GSAP among administrative groups.
The data on coordination competencies are
Appendix J.

shown

in Table

22 of

There was a significant preference by administrators to be

exposed to competencies on coordination.

The need was high.

I, the Null Hypothesis Via was rejected.

In Section

Over 57 percent of the admin

istrators identified the competency as having a high need and over 32
percent identified the competency as having a medium heed.
II and III, the Null Hypotheses were retained.
difference

in

the degree of need to be

coordination among administrative groups.

In Sections

There was no significant

exposed to competencies

on

There was also no difference

in the degree of need for the competency on coordination to be included
in a GSAP among administrative groups.

The data on the need to be exposed to competencies on span of man
agement are shown in Table 23 of Appendix J.

There was no preference

shown in Section I to be exposed to the competency on span of manage
ment.

The Null Hypothesis VIb

was therefore retained.

As shown, the
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need

did

not

show

a

significant

preference.

The

administrators

identified the need to be exposed to the competency as 37 percent high,
39 percent medium, and 22 percent low.
clear direction.

The result, therefore, shows no

In Section II, the Null Hypothesis VIb was rejected.

There was a difference among administrative groups.

The superintendents

and elementary principals felt there was not a low need for exposure to
the competency on span of management.
there was a medium need.
retained.

The secondary principals

felt

In Section III, the Null Hypothesis VIb was

There was no difference in the degree of need for the compet

ency on span of management to be included in a GSAP.
The data on conflict management principles are shown in Table 24 of
Appendix J.

There was a significant preference by administrators to be

exposed to competencies on conflict management.
In

Section

I,

the Null Hypothesis VII,

The need was medium.

la, was

rejected.

Over

23

percent of the administrators identified the competency as having a high
need, over 47 percent of the administrators identified the competency as
having a medium need, and over 28 percent identified the competency as
having a low need.
theses were retained.

In Sections II and III, the respective Null Hypo
In Section II, there was no difference in the

need to be exposed to conflict management principles among administra
tive groups.

In Section III, there was no difference among administra

tive groups in the need to have conflict management principles included
in a GSAP.
The data on conflict reduction are shown in Table 25 of Appendix J.
There was a significant preference by administrators in the need to be
exposed to competencies on conflict reduction. The need was not low. The
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Null Hypothesis VIIb in Section I was therefore rejected.

Over 41 per

cent of the administrators identified the competency as having a high
need and over 46 percent identified the competency7 as having a medium
need.

There was not a significant difference in need to be exposed to

conflict reduction competencies among administrative groups.
Hypothesis VIIb

in Section

II was

therefore

retained.

The Null

There

was

a

significant difference among administrative groups in the need to have
the competency on conflict reduction included in a GSAP.

Over 39 per

cent of the superintendents and secondary principals identified the need
to have the competency in a GSAP as high, and 50 percent identified the
need as medium.
percent high,

The elementary principals identified this need as 45

24 percent medium, and 30 percent

low.

Therefore, in

Section III, the Null Hypothesis VIIb was rejected.
The data on the need to be exposed to competencies

on conflict

resolution principles are shown in Table 26 of Appendix J.

There was a

significant preference by administrators in the need to be exposed to
competencies on conflict resolution.
Hypothesis VIIc in Section

I was

The need was not low.

rejected.

Over

The Null

54 percent of the

administrators identified the competency as having a high need and over
39 percent of the administrators identified the competency as having a
medium need.
retained.

The Null Hypotheses VIIc in Sections II and III were both

There was no

significant

difference

among

administrative

groups in the need to be exposed to competencies on conflict resolutions
principles to be included in a GSAP.
The data on the need to be exposed to principles on brainstorming
are shown in Table 27 of Appendix J.

There was a significant preference
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by administrators in the need to be exposed to competencies on brain
storming.

The need was medium.

was rejected.

The Null Hypothesis Villa in Section I

Over 45 percent

of the

competency as having a medium need.

administrators

identified the

The remainder of the administrators

identified the need for the competency as having a 28 percent high need
and a 26 percent low need.
III were retained.
trative groups

The Null Hypotheses Villa in Sections II and

There was no significant difference among adminis

in the degree of need to be exposed to brainstorming

principles and there was no significant difference among administrative
groups in the degree of need for brainstorming principles to be included
in a GSAP.
The data on the need to be exposed to competencies on synectics are
shown in Table 28 of Appendix J.

There was a significant preference by

administrators in the need to be exposed to competencies on synectics.
The need was not high.
I was rejected.

Therefore, the Null Hypothesis VIIIb in Section

Over 46 percent of the. administrators identified the

competency as having a medium need and over 33 percent identified the
need as low.
retained.
groups

The Null Hypothesis VIIIb in Sections II and III were both

There was no

to be

significant

exposed to competencies

difference
on

among

synectics

administrative

and there was no

significant difference among administrative groups for the competency on
synectics to be included in a GSAP.
The data on competency needs on group process for creative decision
making are shown in Table 29 of Appendix J.

There was a significant

preference by administrators in the need to be exposed to competencies
on group

process for creative

decision making.

The need was not low.
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In Section I,. the Null Hypothesis VIIIc was rejected.

Over 33 percent

of the administrators identified the competency as having a high need
and over 49 percent of the administrators identified the competency as
having a medium need.
were retained.

The Null Hypotheses VIIIc in Sections II and III

There was no significant difference in the degree of

need among administrative groups to be exposed to competencies on group
process

for

difference

creative

decision

making

and

in the degree of need among

there

was

no

administrative

significant

groups

to be

exposed to competencies on group process for creative decision making
within a GSAP.
The data on the need for competency on structural change are shown
in Table 30 of Appendix J.
istrators
change.

in

the

need

There was a significant preference by admin

to

be

The need was medium.

rejected.

Over

28

percent

exposed to competencies

of

competency as having a medium need.

tive

groups

change.
a

the

administrators

identified

the

identified the

The Null Hypothesis IXa in Section

There was no significant difference among administra

in the need to be exposed to competencies on structural

The Null Hypothesis IXa in Section III was rejected.

significant

There was

difference among administrative groups in the need for

competencies on structural change to be included in a GSAP.
intendents

structural

In Section I, the Null Hypothesis IXa was

competency as having a high need and over 51 percent

11 was retained.

on

The super

and elementary principals identified the need to have the

competency included in a GSAP as 31 percent high, 56 percent medium, and
12 percent low.

The secondary principals showed a similar percentage at

each level (29 percent high, 32 percent medium, and 37 percent low). The
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elementary principals

and

superintendents

showed

a

greater

tendency

towards the medium to high need.
The data on the need for competency on technological change are
shown in Table 31 of Appendix J.

There was a significant preference by

administrators in the need to be exposed to competencies on technologi
cal changes.

The need was medium.

was rejected.

Over

53 percent

The Null Hypothesis IXb in Section I

of

competency as having a medium need.

the administrators

identified the

The percent of need at the high and

low ends were approximately the same (22 and 24 percent, respectively).
The Null Hypotheses IXb for Sections TI and III were retained.

There

was no significant difference among administrative groups in the need to
be exposed to competencies on technological changes and there was no
significant need

for

the

competency

on

technological

change

to

be

included in a GSAP.
The data on the need for competency in people-change principles are
shown in Table 32 of Appendix J.
administrators

in the need

change principles.
Section

I

was

to be

There was a significant preference by
exposed to competencies

The need was not low.

rejected.

Over

37

on people

The Null Hypothesis IXc in

percent

of

the

administrators

identified the competency as having a high need and over 52 percent of
the administrators identified the competency as having a medium need.
The Null Hypotheses IXc in Sections'll and III were retained.

There was

no significant difference among administrative groups in the degree of
need to be exposed to competencies on people change principles and there
was no significant difference among •administrative groups in the degree
of need for people change principles to be included in a GSAP.
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The data on the degree of need for competency on steering control
principles are shown in Table 33 of Appendix J.
preference

by administrators

control principles.
Section

I

was

in the need to be exposed to

The need was not low.

rejected.

There was a significant

Over

36

The Null Hypothesis Xa in

percent . of

the

administrators

identified the competency as having a high need and over
identified the competency as having a medium need.
Xa in Sections II and
difference

III were

among administrative

retained.
groups

steering

54 percent

The Null Hypotheses

There was no

significant

in the need to be exposed to

steering control principles. There was no significant difference among
administrative groups in the need to have the steering control prin
ciples included in a GSAP.
The data on the need for competency on yes/no screening controls
are shown in Table 34 of Appendix J.

There was a significant preference

by administrators in the need to be exposed to competencies on yes/no
screening control principles. The need was medium.
Xb in Section I was rejected.

Over 62 percent of the administrators

identified the competency as having a medium need.
the administrators identified the need as low.
in Sections II and III were both retained.
difference

among

administrative

The Null Hypothesis

groups

Over 25 percent of

The Null Hypotheses Xb

There was no significant

in the need to be exposed to

competencies on yes/no screening controls.

There was no

significant

difference among administrative groups in the need to have the yes/no
screening control principles included in a GSAP.
The data on the need to be exposed to competencies on post-action
controls are

shown in Table 35 of Appendix J.

There was a significant
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preference by administrators in the need to be exposed to competencies
on post-action controls.
for Section
identified

I was
the

The need was medium.

rejected.

competency

as

The Null Hypothesis Xe

Over 33 percent of the
having

a high need.

identified the competency as having a medium need.
Xe for Sections TI and III were both retained.

administrators

Over

54 percent

The Null Hypotheses

There was no significant

difference among administrative groups in the need to be exposed to
competencies on post-action controls.

.There was no significant differ

ence among administrators in the degree of need for the competency to be
included in a GSAP.
The data on the need to be

exposed to competencies

management systems are shown in Table 36 of Appendix J.

on

energy

There was a

significant preference by administrators in the need to be exposed to
energy management
need was not low.
Over

32

percent

systems within the other principles category.

The

The Null Hypothesis XIa in Section I was rejected.
of the administrators

identified the

competency as

having a high need and over 45 percent identified the

competency as

having a medium need. . The Null Hypotheses XIa for Sections II and III
were retained.

There was no significant difference among administrative

groups in the need to be exposed to energy management systems.

There

was no difference among administrative groups in the need to have energy
management systems included in a GSAP.
Table I represents a summary of rejected and retained hypotheses.
Within the
For ease of

table, RJ represents rejected and RT represents retained.
listing and comprehension,

included in this table:

the

following

categories

are
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1.

The

specific competency which was

addressed with

the

hypo

thesis.
2.

The hypothesis (null) number.

3.

Whether the Null Hypothesis was rejected or accepted according
to the section number under which the hypothesis was listed.
a.

Section I -- Degree of need.

b.

Section

II

--

Preference

in

the

degree

of

need

with

administrative groups.
c.

Section III -- Preference in the need in graduate programs
by administrative groups.

Table I.

Results of Tested Hypotheses.

Competency

Null
Hypothesis
Number

Rejected/
Retained
Sections
Ia

IIb

RJd

RJ

RTc

RJ

RT

RT

RJ

RT

RT

IIIc

I.

Theories on Single-Person Decisions

2.

Theories on SmalI-Group Decisions

3.

Theories on Large-Group Decisions

4.

Clarifying Communications

H 0IIa

RJ

RT

RT

5.

Non-Verbal vs. Verbal

H0H b

RJ

RT

RT

6.

Programming-Budgeting System

H 0IIIa

RJ

RT

RT

7.

Zero-Based Budgeting

H 0IIIb

RJ

RT

RT

8.

Content. Theory

H0IVa

RJ

RT

RT

9.

Process Theory

H0IVb

RJ

RT

RJ

10.

Reinforcement Theory

H 0IVc

RJ

RT

RT

11.

Goal Planning

H0Va

RJ

RT

RJ

H0Ia

Vb
H0IC
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Table !--continued.

Competency

Null
Hypothesis
Number

Rejected/
Retained
Sections
Ia

XIb

IIIc

12.

Single-Use Plans

H0Vb

RJ

RT

RT

13.

Standing Plans

H 0yC

RJ '

RT

RT

14.

Coordination

H0VIa

RJ

RT

RT

15.

Span of Management

H 0VIb

RJ

RJ

RT

16.

Conflict Management

H 0VIIa

RJ

RT

RT

17.

Conflict Reduction

H0V H b

RJ

RT

RJ

18.

Conflict Resolution

H 0VIIc

RJ

RT

RT

19.

Brainstorming

H0VIIIa

RJ

RT

RT

20.

Synectics

H 0VIIIb

RJ

RT

RT

21.

Creative Decision Making

H0VIIIc

RJ

RT

RT

22.

Structural Change

H0IXa

RJ

RT

RJ

23.

Technological Change

H0IXb

RJ

RT

RT

24.

People Change

H0IXc

RJ

RT

RT

25.

Steering Controls

, H0Xa

RJ

RT

RT

26.

Yes/No Screening

H0Xb

RJ

RT

RT

27.

Post-Action Controls

H0Xc

. RJ

RT

RT

28.

Energy Management

H0XIa

RJ

RT

RT

aI = Degree of need
^II = Differences in group
cIII = Differences in need for GSAP
^RJ = Rejected
eRT = Retained
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It is important to note that course descriptions were taken from
the Montana State University course catalogue (Appendix I). An attempt
to collect more comprehensive outlines for courses was made.

It was

determined there was no consistent method of relating more specific data
for each course.

In some cases, outlines

others, a course syllabus was on file.
consistent
appeared

format

appeared

in the catalogue.

to

be

the

were

not

available.

In

The syllabus that was the most
course

descriptions

as

they

This provided general indicators of what

topics were addressed in the courses in Business Management and School
Administration.

It should,

therefore, be noted that the use of the

course descriptions may have affected the validity of the final data.
Table 2 includes the following information:
1.

The category competencies from the instrument.

2.

The relative degree of need for each competency as indicated by
the research data.

3.

The graduate administration or upper division business manage
ment courses in competencies are addressed according to the
course summaries.

The information in Table 2 provides the data that indicate where compe
tency needs are being met within the two graduate programs.
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Table 2.

Significant Results from the Survey.

Category/Statement

Degree
of Need
(H M L)

Department/Course Number3

I.

Decision Making

a.

Theories on single-person
decisions

HM

BUMG — 301, 320, 421
EDAD -- 508, 520
DEFD --

b.

Theories on small-group deci
sion making (2-30 people)

HM

BUMG -- 301, 320, 421
EDAD — 508, 520
EDFD --

c.

Theories on large-group
decision making (30 or more
people)

HM

'

BUMG -- 301, 320, 421
EDAD — 500, 520.
EDFD --

Communication Principles

II.
a.

Clarifying your communi
cations

H

BUMG -- 301, 320, 362, 421
EDAD -- 525
EDFD --

b.

Non-verbal communication vs.
verbal communication

M

BUMG -- 320, 322, 421
EDAD -- 525
EDFD

Ill .

Budget Management Systems

a.

Planning-programmingbudgeting system

HM

BUMG -- 320
EDAD — 540, 546
EDFD --

b.

Zero-based budgeting

HM

BUMG -- 320
EDAD -- 540, 542
EDFD --

HM

BUMG -- 301, 320, 322
EDAD -EDFD --

IV.
a.

Motivation Theory
Content Theory: Stresses the
importance of drives or needs
within individuals as motives

for action
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Table 2--continued.
Degree
of Need
(H M L)

Category/Statement
IV.

Department/Course Number

Motivation Theory--cont'd .

b.

Process Theory: Emphasizes
how and by what goals indi
viduals are motivated

HM

BUMG -- 301, 320, 322
EDAD — —
EDFD -- —

c.

Reinforcement: Forms in how
the consequences of an indi
vidual's actions in the past
affect his/her behavior in
the future

M

BUMG — 301, 320, 322
EDAD -- —
EDFD -- —

V.

Planning Principles

a.

Goal Planning: Providing a
basic sense of direction for
the organization

H

BUMG -- 320, 421
EDAD -- 541
EDFD — —

b.

Single-Use Plans: Used to
carry out causes of action
that probably will not be
repeated in the same form
in the future

M

BUMG -- 320, 421
EDAD -- —
EDFD — —

c.

Standing Plans: Used when
an organizational activity
occurs repeatedly because
they enable a single decision
or set of decisions to guide
these repeated actions

M

BUMG -- 320, 421
EDAD -- --EDFD -- —

H

BUMG -- 320, 332, 421
EDAD -- 508, 520
EDFD -- —

VI.

a.

.

Organizational Structure
Theories
Coordination: The process of
integrating the activities
and objectives of the separ
ate units of an organization
in order to efficiently
achieve organizational goals

N
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Table 2--continued.

Category/Statement
VI.

Degree
of Need
(H M L)

Department/Course Number

Organizational Structure
Theories--cont'dT

b.

Span of Management: Control
ling the number of subordin
ates that report directly to
you and other supervisory
personnel

VII.

HM

BUMG -- 320, 332, 421
EDAD -EDFD --

Conflict Management
Principles

a.

Conflict Stimulation: Includes
bringing outsiders into the
organization, encouraging com
petition, restructuring the
organization, and redistribut
ing pbwer among the organiza
tion work groups

M

BUMG -- 320, 322
EDAD -- — :
EDFD — —

b.

Conflict Reduction: Includes
integrative problem-solving
methods

HM

BUGM — 320, 322
EDAD -- —
EDFD.-- —

VIII.

Creative Management
Principles

Brainstorming Principles

M

J
Synectics: Developing one
radically new idea

ML

BUMG -- 320
EDAD — —
EDFD -- —

M

BUMG -- 320, 422
EDAD -- 508, 520
EDFD -- —

Group Process for Creative
Decision Making: When there
is no apparent agreed upon
method for solving a problem
\ ’

.

BUMG -- 320
EDAD -- 508
EDFD -- —
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Table 2--continued.

Category/Statement
IX.

Degree
of Need
(H M L)

Department/Course Number

Change Principles

a.

Structural Change: Rearranging the internal system

M

BUMG -- 301, 320, 322
EDAD -- —
EDFD -- 536

b.

Technology Changes

M

BUMG -- 320, 322
EDAD — —
EDFD -- —

c.

People-Change Principles:
Involving the changing of
the selection, training
relationship, attitudes or
roles of organizational
members

HM

BUMG -- 320, 322
EDAD -EDFD -- 536

Steering Control Principles:
How to determine if goals
are being reached

M

BUMG -- 320
EDAD -- —
EDFD -- —

Yes/No Screening Controls:
Go/no-go decisions at pre
determined points of
operation

M

BUMG -- 320
EDAD -- —
EDFD -- —

Post-Action Controls:
Measuring the results of
an activity from completed
actions

M

BUMG -- 320, 421
EDAD -- —
EDFD -- —

--

N/A

Control Process Principles

XI.
a.

Other Principles
Energy Management Systems

a
The course description addresses the competencies.
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Table 2 condenses all of the data so that conclusions can be drawn
in Chapter 5.

The table indicates that descriptions of business manage

ment courses address 27 of the 28 competencies within the content of at
least one course.

Administration course descriptions do not address 15

of the 28 competencies listed.

The EDFD courses (planned change) only

address two of the competencies listed.

Summary

This chapter has presented the data in three major sections.

A

fourth section provided information and tables that summarized the data
to be used to draw conclusions. Each of the 28 competencies was tested
for:
1.

The degree of need for the competency (high, medium, low).

2.

The difference
groups

in

the

degree

(superintendent,

of

need among

elementary

administrative

principal,

secondary

principal).
3.

The

difference in

the

degree

of

need among

administrative

groups to include the competency in a Graduate School Adminis
trative Program.
As a result, 84 hypotheses were

tested using

Chi

Square.

Each

competency was then rated as having a high, medium or low need as a
result of the computed data. The data for each competency were presented
in table form.

Appropriate Null Hypotheses were rejected or retained.

A summary of the data followed.each tested competency.

Summaries were

especially

administrative

groups

valuable

in

clarifying

differences

(superintendent,elementary principal,

among

secondary principal) in
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the need for competency or the need for competency to be included in the
Graduate School Administrative Program.
Section IV provided a concise look at the data in Table 2.

The

table was a result of putting together data from three areas:

(a) the

28 competencies;

chapter

(high, medium,

(b) the degree of need as computed
low); and

in this

(c) the department and course ID number to

which the competency is addressed according to the course descriptions.
This table was valuable in drawing the conclusions presented in Chapter
5, which presents a comprehensive summary of the study, conclusions and
recommendations for further study.
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CHAPTER 5

SUMMARY, CONCLUSIONS AND RECOMMENDATIONS

The first section of this chapter presents a summary of this study.
The second section presents the significant conclusions drawn from the
study.

The last section presents the recommendations for adjustments in

the School Administration Program to help meet

the needs

of school

administrators.

Summary of the Study

This stiijdy provided information that:
1.

Determined if school administrators in Montana felt there was a

need to acquire competencies in management

theories,

principles,

and

systems through administrative training programs.
2.
of

Determined if there was any significant difference in the needs

superintendents, elementary principals,

and secondary principals,

relating to stated management competencies.
3.

Compared the suggested competencies with the existing curricu

lum for preparing school administrators at Montana State University.
4.

Suggested how these management competencies not taught in the

existing curriculum could be addressed through the management curriculum
in the School of Business at Montana State University.
Society has continued to move at a fast pace.
ted school systems.

It has caused administrators

This pace has affec
to constantly monitor
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changes and act accordingly.

The action/react ion mechanism in adminis

tering schools has demonstrated the need for administrators to become
better managers.

Management, therefore, has been shaped by the task to

be performed (Drucker, 1974).
It was found in the review of literature that there were, and still
are, changing demands on the administrator.

The role of the administra

tor has evolved into one of a manager/leader.

This can be accomplished

through the development of management skills in administrators (Johnson,
1981).

Direct

administrators

involvement

in business management programs

can

help

to develop the needed skills to be more effective in

decision making, planning and evaluating organizational goals (American
Association of School Administrators, 1979).
Current

literature emphasizes

evolve from effective leaders.

the

point

that

effective

schools

Effective leaders are those who train

themselves to manage situations using the right methods.

A constant up

dating and renewal of personal knowledge is important to the principal
if he is to be a successful leader/manager (Johnson, 1981).

It appears

that successful leaders are those who can, through learned leadership
competencies, adapt their behaviors to meet the demands of the environ
ment at that particular moment (Berg, 1977).
A needs assessment instrument was developed and sent to selected
school administrators in Montana.

The instrument was designed to elicit

responses as to whether certain competencies would be valuable to school
administrators. Null and Alternative Hypotheses were developed for each
competency.
I.

Each of the 28 competencies was tested for:

The degree of need for the competency (high, medium, low).
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2.

The difference

in

the degree

of

need

among

administrative

groups (superintendent, elementary principal, secondary principal).
3.
groups

The difference
to

in

the degree

of

need

among

administrative

include the competency in a Graduate School Administrative

Program.

Conclusions

The data provided in Chapter. 4 support the following conclusions.
The conclusions are separated into three sections:
ences

shown in the degree of

need

among

Section I -- prefer

administrative

groups

for

exposure to the competencies; Section II -- deficiencies in the current
administration program according to the data; and Section III -- busi
ness management courses that facilitate the development of the perceived
competency needs.

Section I: Preferences within
Administrative Groups
1.

Superintendents and secondary principals showed a high prefer

ence to develop competency in the area of single-person decision making
(Hypothesis Section II, la, H^).
2.

Elementary and secondary principals showed a high to medium

preference

to

develop

competency

in

the

area

of

process

theory

(Hypothesis Section II, IVb, H^).
3.

Superintendents and secondary principals showed a high prefer

ence to develop competency in the area of goal planning
Section II, V a , H1).

(Hypothesis
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4.

Elementary

principals

showed

a

high preference

to

develop

competency in the area of conflict resolution (Hypothesis Section II,
VIIc, H1).
5.

Elementary

principals

showed

a

high

preference

to

develop

competency in the area of conflict resolution (Hypothesis Section II,
VIIc, H1).
6.

Superintendents

and elementary principals

showed

a

high

to

medium preference to develop competency in the area of structural change
(Hypothesis Section II, IXa, H1).

Section II: Deficiencies in the Current
School Administration Program
1.

High preference

competencies

related to deficiencies

in the

current School Administration Program included:
a.

The current School Administration Program does not provide

enough competency development in the area of communication, speci
fically in clarifying communications

(Hypothesis Section I, Ila,

H1).
b.
enough

The current School Administration Program does not provide
competency

development

in

the

area

of

goal

planning

(Hypothesis Section I, Va, H1).
c.

The current School Administration Program does not provide

enough competency development in the area of organizational coor
dination (Hypothesis Section I, Via, H 1).
2.

High to medium preference competencies related to deficiencies

in the current School Administration Program included:
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a.

The current School Administration Program does not provide

enough competency development in the area of decision making skills
(Hypothesis Section I, I[a,b,c], H^).
b.

Competency material on content and process theory are not

addressed in the current School Administration Program (Hypothesis
Section I , IV[a,b], H^).
c.

Competencies on the span of management techniques are not

addressed in the current School Administration Program (Hypothesis
Section I , VIb, H^).
d.

Competencies on conflict reduction and conflict resolution

are not addressed within the current School Administration Program
(Hypothesis Section I, VIIb, H^).
e.

People-change principles were rated as having

medium need.

a high to

This competency is addressed through the EDFD Planned

Change course (Hypothesis Section I, IXc, H^).

Section III; Business Management Courses
That Provided Competency Development Needs
As shown in Table I, the upper division management courses provide
competency development material in the areas considered to have a high
or high to medium need.

Those courses are:

1.

Survey of Management

2.

Introduction to Management

3.

Personnel Management

4.

Organizational Behavior

5.

Management Information Systems

6.

Organizational Theory for Business
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Recommendations for Action

The researcher offers the following recommendations to the College
of Education at Montana State University.

One of these two recommenda

tions should be initiated in order to meet the perceived needs of the
school administrators.
1.

The College of Education should review this data and adjust its

current School Administration Program to meet the needs indicated.
-or2.

The College of Education should review the data and require in

a Masters or Doctoral Program in School Administration that the courses
listed in Table 3, below, be taken.

These courses are offered through

the College of Business at Montana State University.

The courses will

help administrators to develop the needed competencies indicated.
Table 3.

Suggested Courses to Be Included in Masters or
Doctoral Program in School Administration to Develop
Needed Competencies.

Courses by Number

Competencies to Be Developed

BUMG 301

I.

Clarifying Communications

BUMG'320

2.

Goal Planning

BUMG 321

3.

Organizational Structure

BUMG 322

4.

Decision Making

BUMG 331

5.

Motivational Theory

BUMG 421

6.

Span of Management

7.

Conflict Management

8.

Change Principles
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It is the feeling of this researcher than an administrative program
that encompasses

a core of business management courses will produce

administrators who are better able to handle the wider variety of duties
and situations now frequently found in the school setting.
ate student, the researcher went

through such a program.

As a gradu
Now as

a

practicing administrator, the researcher recognizes the following posi
tive outcomes of such a program:
1.

Incorporating the core BUMG program

into the Administration

Program gave the researcher a clear view of what an organization is and
how it interacts within and outside of its environment.
2.

Much of the

administration

information was

supplemented and

complemented by the BUMG coursework.
3.

The variety of teachers and teaching techniques within the core

program added to the credibility of the information for the researcher.
4.

A greater sense of realism was developed in the BUMG classes.

Recommendations for Further Study

It was found in this study that

the degree of need

to develop

certain competencies was different among administration groups (superin
tendent , elementary principal, secondary principal).

The following six

competencies were found to have significant differences in the degree of
need among administrative groups:
1.

Single-person decision making (Table 9)

2.

Process theory (Table 17)

3.

Goal planning (Table 19)

4.

Span of management (Table 23)
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5.

Conflict reduction (Table 25)

6.

Structural change (Table 30)

Why superintendents, secondary principals and elementary principals
may differ in the need to be exposed to certain competencies is a topic
that should be explored in a further study.

Answering these questions

could lead to further adjustments in the current School Administration
Program.
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Dear :
In an effort to design more appropriate preparatory programs and serve
the needs of administrators, the Department of Educational Services at
MSU and I are seeking answers to the following questions. Do public
school administrators in Montana feel there is a need to be exposed
formally to management competencies? Should these competencies be added
to the present administrative programs at MSU?
Through previous research we have identified needed management skills.
It is pur hypothesis that exposure to management competencies will aid
in the development of individual management skills and style.
The
competencies will be presented in the form of theories, principles and
systems.
Would you please take a few moments and address several important
issues? Specifically, we are concerned with the broad areas of manage
ment theories, principles and systems that are important to you as an
administrator. Your assistance will help to provide a foundation for
the development of needed management skills in the School Administrative
Program.
The results of this study may directly affect the curriculum in all
phases of administration programs at MSU. The instrument itself has
been prepared for ease of completion. Your responses will be held in
strict confidence.
It is extremely important that you return the completed instrument as
soon as possible using the return envelope supplied. The results will
be quickly tabulated. Results will be shared with all respondents.
Through your efforts we can look forward to the development of a more
effective educational administrative program at MSU. Thank you for your
help in this endeavor.
Sincerely,

Paul F. Ezen
Graduate Student

Dr. Leroy Casagranda
Committee Chairman

Dr. Eric Strohmeyer
Department Chairman
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APPENDIX B

INSTRUMENT

H O

MANAGEMENT COMPETENCIES
DEVELOPMENT QUESTIONNAIRE
GENERAL INFORMATION:
1.
2.
3.
4.

Number of years teaching experience
Number of years administrative experience
Present degree held (master, doctorate).
Present position (superintendent, elementary
principal, secondary principal, other). Check
only one.

I.
2.______
3.______
4.S___ EP
SP____'
Other

EXPLANATION: The subtopics in each category are theories, principles, or
systems that aid in the development of management skills. These items are
presented as areas of competency. Please read the following instructions
and rate the need for each competency and the need in the graduate program
INSTRUCTIONS (A): Please rate the
degree of need for the expanded
or improved training opportunities
for the following management cornpent ec ies .

INSTRUCTIONS (B): Please rate the
need for these competencies to be
included in a graduate level
program.

For each of the competencies listed
be low, enter a check in one of the
three columns under COMPETENCY NEEDS.

For each of the competencies listed
below, enter a check in one of the
three columns under NEED IN GRADUATE
PROGRAM.

COMPETENCY NEEDS
(Check One)
HIGH

MODERATE

COMPETENCY AREAS
(Theories, Principles
and Systems)

LOW

NEED IN GRADUATE PROGRAM
(Check One)
HIGH

I. DECISION MAKING
a.

Theories on single
person decisions

b.

Theories on small
group decision
making (2-30 people)

c . Theories on large
group decision mak
ing (30 people or
more)

MODERATE

LOW

Ill

HIGH

MODERATE

(X)W

HIGH
II.

COMMUNICATION PRINCIPLES

a • Clarifying your communi
cations.
b.

Non-verbal communication
vs. verbal communication.

III.

a.

b.

IV.

BUDGET MANAGEMENT SYSTEMS

The Planning-ProgrammingBudgeting System (PPBS).
A budgeting system de
signed to: (I) evaluate
the organization's pro
grams and outcomes;
(2) develop alternatives
to achieving program ob
jectives; (3) incorp
orate the best alterna
tives into your budgetary
plan.
Zero Base Budgeting (ZBB).
A budgeting system which
attempts to base resource
allocations on current
rather than historical
needs.

MOTIVATION THEORY

a.

Content theory: stresses
the importance of drives
or needs within the indi
vidual as motives for
individual action.

b.

Process theory: emphasi
zes how and by what goals
individuals are motivated.

MODERATE

LOW
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HIGH

MODERATE

LOW

HIGH
c.

Reinforcement (or learning
theories): focus on how
the consequences of an in
dividual's action in the
past affect his/her be
havior in the future.

V.

PLANNING PRINCIPLES

a.

Goal planning: providing
a basic sense of direction
for the organization's
activities.

b.

Single-use plans: used
to carry out courses of
action that probably will
not be repeated in the
same form in the future.

c.

Standing plans: used
whenever an organizational
activity occurs repeatedly
because they enable a
single decision or set of
decisions to guide these
repeated actions.

VI.

ORGANIZATIONAL STRUCTURE
THEORIES

a.

Coordination: the process
of integrating the activi
ties and objectives of the
separate units of an or
ganization in order to
efficiently achieve organ
izational goals.

b.

Span of management:
controlling the number of
subordinates that report
direct Iy to you and other
supervisory personnel.

MODERATE

HIGH

--------1
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HIGH

moderate

LOW

HIGH
VII.

CONFLICT MANAGEMENT
PRINCIPLES

A.

Conflict stimulation:
includes bringing out
siders into the organi
zation, encouraging
competition, restruc
turing the organization,
and redistributing power
among the organization
work groups.

b.

Conflict reduction:
includes establishing
superordinate goals and
uniting the conflicting
groups to meet a common
thread.

c.

Conflict resolution:
involves integrative
problem solving methods.

Vl 11 . CRliATI VlTY MANAGEMENT
PRINCIPLES

a.

Brainstorming principles
(individual or group).

b.

Synectics: developing one
radically new idea.

c.

Group process for crea
tive decision making:
when there is no apparent
agreed upon method for
solving a problem.

MODERATE

LOW
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high

moderate

low

HIGH
IX.

CHANGE PRINCIPLES

a.

Structural change:
rearranging its internal
system. Example: lines
of communication, work
flow, or mange rial
hierarchy.

b.

Technology changes:
altering its equipment,
research techniques or
production methods.

c.

People change principles:
involving the changing of
the selection, training
relationship, attitudes
or roles of organization
al members.

X.

CONTROL PROCESS PRINCIPLES

a.

Steering control princi
ples: how to determine if
goals are being reached.
These principles would in
clude identifying and cor
recting mistakes before a
certain sequence in obtain
ing that goal is completed.

b.

Yes or no screening con
trols: Go - no go deci
sions at predetermined
points of an operation.
Procedures must be appro
ved or specific conditions
met before operation may
continue.

MODERATE

LOW
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HIGH

MODERATE

LOW

HIGH
c.

MODERATE

Post action controls:
measuring the results of
an activity from completed
ac tions.

XI. OTHERS
a.

Energy management systems.

b.

Others

When completed, please mail this form back using the return envelope
supplied.
THANK YOU FOR YOUR HELP.
Sincerely,

Paul

Ezen

LOW
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POPULATION AND SAMPLE BREAKDOWN BY STRATA
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Table 4.

Population and Strata Breakdown Used to Arrive at the Sample
of 150.

Strata

Population

Percent
of Total
Population

Sample
Size
Calculated

1.

Superintendents

165

32%

48

2.

Elementary Principals (K-6)
(Includes Super/SP)

195

38%

57a

Secondary Principals (7-12)
(Includes Super/EP)

152

30%

45b

512

100%

3.

Total:

150
(Sample)

aFour of .the 57 elementary principals picked in the sample were
also superintendents (S/EP).
b

None of the 45 secondary principals were superintendents (S/EP).

Note:

Therefore, the readjusted samples were:
Superintendents
--52
Elementary Principals - - 5 3
Secondary Principals -- 45

The difference (variance) in strata sample size was not
significant .(Ferguson, 1976). Proportional stratification was not used.
Sample sizes for the three strata were therefore set at 50.

APPENDIX D

SECOND COVER LETTER AND INSTRUMENT
USED FOR RELIABILITY FIELD TEST

I
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Dear :
IMPORTANT NOTE!
Though approximately six weeks ago you received from us this same ques
tionnaire, we ask ,your help again. Our goal is to prove the instrument
to be yielding reliable information by comparing the results of this
instrument to your first. We have designed this test/retest using your
assistance. If the reliability is high enough, your input will be used
in the final test results.
It is extremely important that you return the completed instrument as
soon as possible using the return envelope supplied.
Through your
efforts we will make sure this instrument ■is a reliable one, and we can
look forward to the development of a more effective educational adminis
trative program at MSU.
Thank you for your help in this endeavor.
Sincerely,

Paul F. Ezen
Graduate Student

Dr. Leroy Casagranda
Committee Chairman

Dr. Eric Strohmeyer
Department Chairman

)
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MANAGliMENT COMPETENCIES
DEVELOPMENT QUESTIONNAIRE
GENERAL INFORMATION:
1. Number of years teaching experience
2. Number of years administrative experience
3. Present degree held (Master, Doctorate) .
4- Present position (Superintendent, Elementary
Principal, Secondary Principal, Other). Check
only one-

H

,
----'----"=--- F
'cu—
OtiTeT

■>’

3
4

I

INSTRUCTIONS (A): Please rate the
degree of need for the expanded
or improved training opportunities
for the following management
compe toneies.

INSTRUCTIONS (B): Please rate the
need for these competencies to be
included in a graduate level pro
gram.

For each of the competencies listed
below, enter a check in one of the
three columns under COMPETENCY NEEDS.

For each of the competencies listed
below, enter a check in one of the
three columns under NEED IN GRADUATE
PROGRAM.

COMPETENCY NEEDS
(Check One)
high

MODERATE

LOW

COMPETENCY AREAS

NEED IN GRADUATE PROGRAM

(Theories, Principles
and Systems)

(Check One)
HIGH

I.

DECISION MAKING

a.

Theories on single
person decisions

b.

Theories on small
group decision
making (2-30 people)

c.

Theories on large
group decision making
(30 people or more)

MODERATE

LOW
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HIGH

MODERATE

LOW

HIGH

II.

COMMUNICATION PRINCIPLES

a.

Clarifying your communications.

b. Non-verbal communication
vs. verbal communication.

III.

BUDGET MANAGEMENT SYSTEMS

a.

The Planning-ProgranvningBudgeting Systems (PPBS).

b.

Zero Base Budgeting
Systems (ZBB).

IV.

MOTIVATION THEORY

a.

Content theory: stresses
the importance of drives
or needs within the indi
vidual as motives for indiv iduaI action.

b.

Process theory: empha
sizes how and by what
goals individuals are
motivated.

c.

Reinforcement (or learn
ing theories): focus on
how the consequences of
an individual's action in
the past affect his/her
behavior in the future.

MODERATE

LOW
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HIGH

MODERATE

LOW

HIGH

V.

PLANNING PRINCIPLES

a.

Goal planning: providing
a basic sense of direction
for the organization's
activities.

b.

Single-use plans: used
to curry out courses of
action that probably will
not be repeated in the
same form in the future.

c.

Standing plans: used
whenever an organizational
activity occurs repeatedly
because they enable a
single decision or set of
decisions to guide these
repeated actions.

VI.

ORGANIZATIONAL STRUCTURE
THEORIES

a.

Coordination: the process
of integrating the activi
ties and objectives of the
separate units of an organ
ization in order to effi
ciently achieve organiza
tional goals.

b.

Span of management:
controlling the number of
subordinates that report
directly to you and other
supervisory personnel.

MODERATE

I-OW
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HIGH

MODERATE

LOW

HIGH

VII.

CONFLICT MANAGEMENT
PRINCIPLES

A.

Conflict stimulation:
includes bringout out
siders into the organi
zation, encouraging com
petition, restructuring
the organization, and
redistributing power among
the organization work
groups.

b.

Conflict reduction:
includes establishing
superordinate goals and
uniting the conflicting
groups to meet a common
thread.

c.

Conflict resolution:
involves intergrative
problem solving methods.

VIII.

CREATIVITY MANAGEMENT
PRINCIPLES

a.

Brainstorming principles
(individual or group).

b.

Synec tics: developing
one radically new idea.

c . Group process for crea
tive decision making:
when there is no appa
rent agreed upon method
for solving a problem.

MODERATE

LOW
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HIGH

MOL)URATE

LOW

HIGH

IX.

CHANGE PRINCIPLES

a.

Structural change:
rearranging its internal
system. Example: Lines
of communica tion, work
flow, or mangeria I
hierarchy.

b.

Technology changes:
means altering its
equipment, research
techniques or produc
tion met hods.

c.

People change principles:
involving the changing of
the selection, training
relationship, attitudes
or roles of organization
al members.

X.

CONTROL PROCESS PRINCIPLES

a.

Steering control princi
ples: to detect devia
tions from standard goals
and to allow corrections
to be made before a particu
lar sequence of actions is
completed.

b.

Yes or no screening con
trols: when aspects of a
procedure must be approved
or specific conditions met
before operations may continue.

c.

Post action controls:
measuring the results of
an activity from completed
act ions.

MODERATE

LOW
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HIGH

MODERATE

LOW

HIGH
XI.

MODERATE

OTHERS

a.

Energy management systems.

b.

Others

When completed, pI ease mail this form buck using the return envelope
supplied.
THANK YOU FOR YOUR HELP.
S incerely,

Paul

Ezen

LOW
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Table 5.

Reliability Results for Original Instrument (N = 30, January/
February 1983).

Competency Area
(Theories, Principles and Systems)
I.

III.

a.

Theories on single-person decisions

.97

90%

b.

Theories on small-group decision
making (2-30 people)

.9 9

95%

Theories on large-group decision
making (30 or more people)

.97

90%

.98

90%

1.00

99%

Communication Principles
a.

Clarifying your communications

b.

Non-verbal vs. verbal communication

Budget Management Systems
a.

b.

IV.

Coefficient
Percentage

Decision Making

c.

II.

Reliability
Raw Score

Planning-programming-budgeting
systems (PPBS)

.50

(a)

Zero-based budgeting systems (ZBB)

.64

(a)

Content Theory: Stresses the import
ance of drives or needs within the
individual as motives for individual
action

1.00

99%

Process Theory: Emphasizes how and
by what goals individuals are
motivated

1.00

99%

.99

95%

Motivation Theory
a.

b.

c.

Reinforcement (or Learning Theories):
Focus on how the consequences of an
individual’s actions in the past
affect his/her behavior in the
future
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Table

5 --continued.

Competency Area
(Theories, Principles and Systems)
V.

b.

c.

Goal Planning: Providing a basic
sense of direction for the organ
ization's activities
Single-Use Plans: Used to carry
out courses of action that probably
will not be repeated in the same
form in the future

90%

.97

90%

1.00

99%

Coordination: The process of inte
grating the activities and objec
tives of the separate units of an
organization in order to efficiently
achieve organizational goals

.99

95%

Span of Management: Controlling the
number of subordinates that report
directly to you and other supervis
ory personnel

.9 9

90%

1.00

99%

.97

90% .

Standing Plans: Used whenever an
organizational activity occurs
repeatedly because they enable a
single decision to guide these
repeated actions

Organizational Structure Theories
a.

b.

VII.

Coefficient
Percentage

Planning Principles
a.

VI.

Reliability
Raw Score

Conflict Management Principles
a.

b.

Conflict Stimulation: Includes
bringing outsiders into the organi
zation, encouraging competition,
restructuring the organization, and
redistributing power among the org
anization work group
Conflict Reduction: Includes
establishing superordinate goals
and uniting the conflicting groups
to meet a common thread
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Table

5 --continued.

Competency Area
(Theories, Principles and Systems)
VII.

b.

c.

1.00

99%

1.00

99%

Synectics: Developing one
radically new idea

.98

90%

Group Process for Creative
Decision Making: When there is
no apparent agreed upon method
for solving a problem

.97

90%

Structural Change: Rearranging
the internal system. Examples:
lines of communication, work flow,
or managerial hierarchy

.99

95%

Technological Changes: Means
altering the equipment, research
techniques, or production methods

.98

95%

People-Change Principles: Involv
ing the changing of the selection,
training relationship, attitudes,
or roles of organizational members

.99

95%

.65

(a)

Brainstorming Principles (indi
vidual or group)

Change Principles
a.

b.

c.

X.

Conflict Resolution: Involves
integrative problem solving

Creative Management Principles
a.

IX.

Coefficient
Percentage

Conflict Management Principles--cont'd.
c.

VIII.

Reliability
Raw Score

Control Process Principles
a.

Steering Control Principles: To
detect deviations from standard
goals and to allow corrections to
be made before a particular
sequence of actions is completed
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Table

5 - -continued.

Competency Area
(Theories, Principles and Systems)
X.

Coefficient
Percentage

Control Process Principles--cont'd .
b.

c.

XI.

Reliability
Raw Score

Yes or No Screening Controls:
When aspects of a procedure must
be approved or specific condi
tions met before operations may
continue

.78

(a)

Post-Action Controls: Measuring
the results of an activity from
complete action

.98

90%

1.00

99%

Other Principles
a.

aN o t

Energy Management Systems

a n acceptable reliability coefficient.
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As a result of the reliability test, Table 6, below, shows the changes
that were made in the original instrument.

Table 6.

Changes in the Instrument.
Original Statement
in Instrument

III.

X.

Budget Management Systems

Changed Statement
in Final Instrument
III.

Budget Management Systems

A.

Planning-Programming
Budgeting Systems
(PPBS).

A.

The Planning -Programming
Budgeting Systems (PPBS).
A budget in systems
designated to: (I) evalu
ate the organization's
programs and outcomes;
(2) develop alternatives
to
achieving
program
objectives; (3) incorpor
ate the best alternatives
into budgetary plan.

B.

Zero-Based Budgeting
Systems (ZBS).

B.

Zero-Based Budgeting
(ZBB). A budgeting sys
tem which attempts to
base resource allocations
on current rather than
historical needs.

Control Process Principles

X.

Control Process Principles

A.

Steering Control Princi
ples: To detect devia
tions from standard goals
and to allow corrections
to be made before a parti
cular sequence of actions
is completed.

A.

Steering Control Princi
ples: How to determine if
goals are being reached.
These principles would
include identifying and
correcting mistakes be
fore a certain sequence
in obtaining that goal is
completed.

B.

Yes or No Screening
Controls: When aspects
of a procedure must be
approved or specific con
ditions met before opera
tions may continue.

B.

Yes or No Screening
Controls: Go/No-Go deci
sion of predetermined
points of an operation.
Procedures must be
approved or specific con
ditions met before the
operation may continue.

APPENDIX G

TABLE OF PERCENT OF RETURN FROM SAMPLE
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Table 7.

Percent of Return from Sample.a
Number
Mailed

Number
Returned

Percent
Returned

Superintendent

50

41

82%

Elementary Principal

50

33

66%

Secondary Principal

50

37

74%

111

74%

Administrative Group

Totals

Si

ing.
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A dunning letter was sent out four weeks after the original, mail
The above percentages reflect the final totals.

APPENDIX H

DEMOGRAPHIC DATA FROM SAMPLE RETURNS
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Table 8.

Demographic Data.
I.

Teaching and Administrative Years of Experience
Number
In Group

Average
Years
Teaching

Average Years
Administration

Superintendent

41

7.63

14.17

Elementary Principal

33

8.84

10.00

Secondary principal

37

9.69

9.11

Administrative Group

II.

Degree Held

Masters

Specialist

Superintendent

29

2

Elementary Principal

30

0

3.

Secondary Principal

35

0

2

Totals

94

2

11.5

Administrative Group

Doctorate

HO
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COURSE DESCRIPTIONS

I.

A.

Educational Administration

School Administration I, EDAD 505
Administrative relationships at federal, state and local levels, and
major responsibilities of school superintendent and board of educa
tion.

B.

School Administration II, EDAD 508
School administration at post-master's level for experienced admin
istrators.
Includes a study of the theory, elements, structure of
formal organizations; the decision making process; and the executive
function, processes and responsibility. Examples are drawn from the
general area of management, including school administration.

C.

Elementary School Organization G Administration I, EDAD 510
Functions of the elementary school principalship in terms of organ
izing and administrating curricula, staff, students, buildings, and
school services.

D.

Elementary School Organization $ Administration II, EDAD 511
Examination and evaluation of current practices, trends, research
and problems concerning the role of an effective elementary school
principal.

E.

Secondary School Organization $ Administration I, EDAD 520
Includes a study of the theory, elements, structure of formal organ
izations; the decision making process; and the executive function,
processes and responsibility.

F.

School Management § Facilities Planning, EDAD 521
Plant maintenance, custodial responsibilities, and processes in
planning educational facilities to include both remodeling of old
and building of new facilities for all grade levels.
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G.

Secondary School Organization § Administration II, EDAD 522
The course goes beyond a focus on technical skills, roles and tasks,
to the systematic study of administrative behavior and educational
decision-making through reviewing the school as an educational/
political system.

H.

Community Relations in Education, EDAD 525
Principles, practices and content of public relations program in
education; application of these principles and practices to specific
problems of interest.

I.

School Negotiations, EDAD 526
Designed for administrators who have responsibility for negotiating
for the school board. Course will cover Montana's negotiation law,
negotiation's strategies, duties of fact-finders and arbitrators,
and responsibilities of the Board of Personnel Appeals.

J.

Supervision of Instruction I, EDAD 530
Policies and procedures of improving instruction. Special attention
is given supervision of beginning teachers. One of the basic courses
of the required sequences in the program of training of principals,
supervisors and school administration.

K.

Supervision of Instruction II, EDAD 534
Supervision of instruction designed for the principal, superinten
dent or supervisor as administrative specialist. Emphasis on under
standing the nature of learning and what to do to bring about more
effective classroom learning in the general subject areas at differ
ent levels.

L.

School Law I, EDAD 535
General school law and court decisions relative to schools. Special
attention to school laws affecting management and administration of
Montana schools.

M.

School Law II, EDAD 536
In-depth analysis of law cases not covered in School Law I, with
particular emphasis o n .the legal implications for Montana school
administrators.

N.

School Finance I, EDAD 540
National, state and local policies of collection, custody and expen
diture of public school funds.
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O.

Advanced Management Systems in Education, EDAD 541
Focuses on systems and analysis, cost accounting, program planning,
goal definition and goal assessment. Fdr experienced administrators
and graduate students.

P.

School Finance II, EDAD 542
Focuses on developing solutions to the broad general financial
policy questions facing public schools and how school finance can be
adapted to the changes in' education.

Q.

Planning Change--Theory $ Process, EDFD 536
An action-oriented study of the dynamics of planned change in the
helping professions.
Includes the process of change, roles in the
change process, and the interdisciplinary research that supports
change theory and practice.

II.
A.

Upper Division Business Management Courses

Survey of Management, BUMG 301
An overview of management concepts and models.
Intended for non
business students.
May not be substituted for Introduction to
Management or a restricted elective. Topics include: the manage
ment functions of planning, organizing and controlling; leadership
and motivation models; group processes and the informal organiza
tion; formal and informal communication flows in an organization;
and basic decision-making models for executives. Cases highlighting
organizational or interpersonal problems of profit, non-profit and
governmental organizations will provide experimental
learning
opportunities.

B.

Introduction to Management, BUMG 520
Design and control of organizations with emphasis on their impact on
work groups and individual behavior.
Interpersonal relations,
communication, leadership, organizational structure, decision making
and individual and group motivation.

C.

Personnel Administration, BUMG 321
The functions and tools used in procurement, development, compensa
tion, integration; and maintenance of manpower resources and their
impact on the effective attainment of organizational goals. Case
studies and guests reinforce the concepts.
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D.

Organizational Behavior, BUMG 322
Technology and job structure and job satisfaction, motivation theory
and perception, group dynamics, conflict management, functions and
roles of leadership, change theory and job enrichment, and intergroup communication.

E.

Management Information Systems, BUMG 332
Overview of systems methodology as it applies to MIS interface con
siderations with the organization’s EDP systems. Behavioral impli
cations of the MIS effort.

F.

Organizational Theory for Business, BUMG 421
Analysis of strategies for studying organizations.
Behavioral
research theory and business examples of -organization structure,
goal formation, human and social factors, communications, control,
technology, decision making and organizational dynamics in the
administrative process.

G.

Business § Society, BUMG 422
The roles of business as an institution and the roles of individual
business firms are examined in the broad context of our nation and
society.
The roles of business in causing and solving current
problems.
The course will take an analytical problem-solving
approach rather than concentrating solely on problem identification.

H.

Industrial Relations § the Collective Bargaining Process, BUMG 432
The evolution of collective bargaining as a process of conflict
resolution.
A behavioral look at management and labor in their
efforts to resolve the problems of management practice and
prerogatives versus labor rights and human needs.
Implications of
union tactics on the future of industrial productivity and the
future of unions per se.
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table

9.

Theories on Single-Person Decisions.

Section I:
Hn
u

I a - - There is no preference by administrators in the degree of
need (H,M,L) for the competency on single-person decisions,
listed within the Decision Making category.

H
Administrators in Sample

M

50

L
48

13

Critical value at .05 level = 5.99
Calculated value = 23.41**
Rejected the Null Hypothesis

Section II:
H fi
u

I a - - The degree of need (H,M,L) for the competency on singleperson decisions, within the Decision Making category, is
independent of administrative position (S,EP,SP).

S
EP
SP

H

M

L

22
10
18

11
22
' 15

8
I
4

Critical value at .05 level = 9 . 4 9
Calculated value = 13.46**
Rejected the Null Hypothesis

Section III:
Hn
u

I a - - The degree of need (H,M,L) for the competency on singleperson decisions, within the Decision Making category, to be
included in a GSAP is independent of administrative position.

H
S
EP
SP

M

17
10
16

Critical value

L
16
21
16

8
2
5

a t .05 l e v e l = 9 . 4 9

Calculated value = 5 . 8 8
Retained the Null Hypothesis
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Table

10.

Theories o n Small-Group Decisions.

Section I :
Hn
u

Ib- - There is no preference by administrators in the degree of
need (H,M,L) for the competency on small-group decision
making, listed within the Decision Making category.
H
Administrators in Sample

M

61

L
43

7

Critical value at .05 level = 5.99
Calculated value = 40.86**
Rejected the Null Hypothesis

Section II:
Hn
u

Ib -- The degree of need (H,M,L) for the competency on small-group
decision making, within the Decision Making category, is
independent of administrative position (S,EP,SP).
H
S
EP
SP

M

22
19
20

L
16
10
17

3
4
0

Critical value at .05 level = 9.49
Calculated value = 5.33
Retained the Null Hypothesis

Section III:
Hn
u

Ib- - The degree of need (H,M,L) for the competency on small-group
decision making, within the Decision Making category, to be
included in a GSAP is independent of administrative position.

H
S
EP
SP

M

22
19
18

Critical value

L
15
12
18

4
2
I

a t .05 l e v e l = 9 . 4 9

Calculated value = 2 . 7 0
Retained the Null Hypothesis
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Table

11.

Theories on Large-Group D e c i s i o n s .

Section I :
Hq

Ic -- There is no preference by administrators in the degree of
need
for the competency on large-group decision
making, listed within the Decision Making category.
H
Administrators in Sample

M

36

L
51

24

Critical value at .05 level = 5 . 9 9
Calculated value = 9.88**
Rejected the Null Hypothesis

Section II:
Hq

Ic -- The degree of need (H,M,L) for the competency on large-group
decision making, within the Decision Making category, is
independent of administrative position (S,EP,SP).
H
S
EP
SP

M

14
14
8

L
16
12
23

11
7
6

Critical value at .05 level = 9.49
Calculated value = 6.607
Retained the Null Hypothesis

Section III:
Hq

Ic -- The degree of need (H,M,L) for the competency on large-group
decision making, within the Decision Making category, to be
included in a GSAP is independent of administrative position.
H
S
EP
SP

9
11
9

M

L
23
16
18

9
6
10

Critical value at .05 level = 9.49
Calculated value = 1.87
Retained the Null Hypothesis

> -■
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Table 12.

Clarifying Communications.
■■

Section I :
H0

IIa -- There is no preference by administrators in the degree of
need (H,M,L) for the competency on clarifying communications,
listed within the Communications Principles category.

Administrators in Sample

H

M

L

76

29

6

Critical value at .05 level = 5.99
Calculated value = 68.81**
Rejected the.Null Hypothesis
*
Section II:
Hq

IIa-- The degree of need
for the competency on clarifying
communications, within the Communications Principles cate
gory, is independent of administrative position (S,EP,SP).
H
S
EP
SP

M

31
18
27

L
10
11
8

0
4
2

Critical value at .05 level = 9.49
Calculated value = 7.30
Retained the Null Hypothesis

Section III:
H fi

IIa -- The degree of need (H,M,L) for the competency on clarifying
communications, within the Communications Principles cate
gory, to be included in a GSAP is independent of administra
tive position.

H
S
EP
SP

30
19
28

M

L
9
10
9

Critical value at

2
4
0
.05 l e v e l = 5 . 9 9

Calculated value = 3 . 1 3
R etained the Null Hypothesis

*

H

M

S
EP
SP

30
19
28

11
14
9
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Table 13.

Non-Verbal vs. Verbal Communications.

Section I :
Hq

IIb —

There is no preference by administrators in the degree of
need
for the competency on non-verbal vs. verbal
communications, listed within the Communications Principles
category.
H
Administrators in Sample

M

35

L
62

13

Critical value at .05 level = 5.99
Calculated value = 33.95**
Rejected the Null Hypothesis

Section II:
Hq

IIb-- The degree of need (H,M,L) for the competency on non-verbal
vs. verbal communications, within the Communications Princi
ples category, is independent of administrative position
(S,EP,SP).
H
S
EP
SP

10
13
12

M

L
24
18
21

7
2
4

Critical valueat .05 level = 9.49
Calculated value = 3.30
Retained the Null Hypothesis

Section III:
Hq

IIb-- The degree of need (H,M,L) for the competency on non-verbal
vs. verbal communications, within the Communication Princi
ples category, to be included in a GSAP is independent of
administrative position.

S
EP
SP

H

M

12
15
10

20
15
23

L
9
3
4

Critical valueat .05 level = 9.49
Calculated value = 5.78
Retained the Null Hypothesis
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Table 14.

Programming Budgeting System.

Section I :
Hn IIIa -- There is no preference by administrators in the degree of
u
need (H,M,L) for the competency on planning-programming
budgeting system, listed within the Budget Management System
category.
H
Administrators in Sample

M

47

L
49

15

Critical value at .05 level = 5.99
Calculated value = 19.67**
Rejected the Null Hypothesis

Section II:
H fi IIIa -- The degree of need (H,M,L) for the competency on planningu
programming -budgeting system, within the Budget Management
Systems category, is independent of administrative position
(S,EP,SP>.
H
S
EP
SP

M

19
12
16

L
15
18
16

7
3
5

Critical value at .05 level = 9 . 4 9
Calculated value = 2.65
Retained the Null Hypothesis

Section III:
Hn IIIa -- The degree of need (H,M,L) for the competency on planning.u
programming-budgeting system, within the Budget Management
Systems category, to be included in a GSAP is independent of
administrative position.
H
S
EP
SP

18
14
18

M

L
15
15
13

8
4
6

Critical value at .05 level = 9.49
Calculated value = 1.34
Retained the Null Hypothesis
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Table 15.

The Need for Exposure to Zero-Based Budgeting.

Section I :
H q IIIb -- There is no preference by administrators in the degree of
need
for the competency on zero-based budgeting,
listed within the Budget Management System category.
H
Administrators in Sample

M

38

L
57

16

Critical value at .05 level = 5 . 9 9
Calculated value = 22.75**
Rejected the Null Hypothesis

Section II:
H q IIIb -- The degree of need (H,M,L) for the competency on zero-based
budgeting, within the Budget Management Systems category, is
independent of administrative position (S,EP,SP).

H
S
EP
SP

M

16
9
13

L
19
18
20

6
6
4

Critical value at .05 level = 9.49
Calculated value = 1.73
Retained the Null Hypothesis

Section III;
H q IIIb -- The degree of need (H,M,L) for the competency on zero-based
budgeting, within the Budget Management Systems category, to
be included in a GSAP is independent of administrative
position.
H
S
EP
SP

15
16
17

M

L
21
15
16

5
8
4

Critical valueat .05 level = 9.49
Calculated value = 3 . 9 1
Retained the Null Hypothesis
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Table 16.

The Need to Be Exposed to Content Theory.

Section I :
Hn
u

IVa -- There is no preference by administrators in the degree of
need
for the competency on content theory, listed
within the Motivation Theory category.
H
Administrators in Sample

M

40

L
51

20

Critical value at .05 level = 5 . 9 9
Calculated value = 13.35**
Rejected the Null Hypothesis

Section II:
Hn

IVa -- The degree of need (H,M,L) for the competency on content
theory, within the Motivation Theory category, is independent
of administrative position (S,EP,SP).
H
S
EP
SP

M

12
10
18

L

18
14
14

11
4
5

Critical value at .05 level = 9.49
Calculated value = 6 . 8 1
Retained the Null Hypothesis

Section III:
Hn

IVa -- The degree of need (H,M,L) for the competency on content
theory, within the Motivation Theory category, to be included
in a GSAP is independent of administrative position.
H
S
EP
SP

23
12
15

M

L
12
17
15

16
4
7

Critical value at .05 level = 9.49
Calculated value = 8.55
Retained the Null Hypothesis
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Table 17.

Ihe Need to Be Exposed to Process lheory.

Section I :
Hq

IVb -- There is no preference by administrators in the degree of
need (H,M,L) for the competency on process theory, listed
within the Motivation Theory category.

H
Administrators in Sample

M

43

L
53

15

Critical value at .05 level = 5.99
Calculated value = 20.97**
Rejected the Null Hypothesis

Section II:
Hq

IVb -- The degree of need (H,M,L) for the competency on process
theory, within the Motivation Theory category, is independent
of administrative position (S,EP,SP).
H
S
EP
SP

M

16
11
16

L
16
20
17

9
2
4

Critical value at .05 level = 9.49
Calculated value = 5.98
Retained the Null Hypothesis

Section III:
Hq

IVb -- The degree of need (H,M,L) for the competency on process
theory, within the Motivation Theory category, to be included
in a GSAP is independent of administrative position.
H
S
EP
SP

8
13
14

M

L
19
18
18

14
I
5

Critical value at .05 level = 9.49
Calculated value =13.93**
Rejected the Null Hypothesis
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Table 18.

The Need to Be Exposed to Reinforcement Theory.

Section I :
Hq

IVc -- There is no preference by administrators in the degree of
need (H,M,L) for the competency on reinforcement theory,
listed within the Motivation Theory category.
H
Administrators in Sample

M

28

L
66

17

Critical value at .05 level = 5 . 9 9
Calculated value = 35.72**
Rejected the Null Hypothesis

Section II:
H0

IVc

The degree of need (H,M,L) for the competency on reinforce
ment theory, within the Motivation Theory category, is
independent of administrative position (S,EP,SP).
H
S
EP
SP

M

7
9
12

L
26
19
21

8
5
4

Critical value at .05 level = 9.49
Calculated value = 3.03
Retained the Null Hypothesis

Section III:
Hq

IVc -- The degree of need (H,M,L) for the competency on re inforce. ment theory, within the Motivation Theory category, to be
included in a GSAP is independent of administrative position.
H
S
EP
SP

10
6
11

M

L
20 12
20
7
20 . 6

Critical value at .05 level = 9 . 4 9
Calculated value = 3 . 1 7
Retained the Null Hypothesis
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Table 19.

The Need for Goal Planning"Competencies.

Section I :
Hq

V a - - There is no preference by administrators in the degree of
need (H,M,L) for the competency on goal planning, listed
within the Planning Principles category.
H
Administrators in Sample

M

80

L
30

I

Critical value at .05 level = 5.99
Calculated value = 86.32**
Rejected the Null Hypothesis

Section II:
Hq

V a - - The degree of need (H,M,L) for the competency on goal plan
ning, within the Planning Principles category, is independent
of administrative position (S,EP,SP).

S
EP
SP

H

M

35
22
23

6
12
13

Critical value at .05 level = 5 . 9 9
Calculated value = 5.72
Retained the Null Hypothesis

Section III:
Hq

V a - - The degree of need (H,M,L) for the competency on goal plan
ning, within the Planning Principles category, to be included
in a GSAP is independent of administrative position.

S
EP
SP

H

M

33
17
23

8
16
14

Critical value at .05 level = 5.99
Calculated value = 7.14**
Rejected the Null Hypothesis
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Table 20.

The Need for Single-Use Plans Competencies.

Section I :
Hq

V b - - There is no preference by administrators in .the degree of
need (H,M,L) for the competency on single-use plans, listed,
within the Planning Principles category.
H
Administrators in Sample

M

19

L
63

29

Critical value at .05 level = 5.99
Calculated value = 28.76**
Rejected the Null Hypothesis

Section II:
Hq

V b - - The degree of need (H,M,L) for the competency on single-use
plans, within the Planning Principles category, is indepen
dent of administrative position (S,EP,SP).
H
S
EP
SP

M

5
8
6

L
26
19
18

10
6
13

Critical value at .05 level = 9.49
Calculated value = 4.32
Retained the Null Hypothesis

Section III:
Hq

Vb -- The degree of need (H,M,L) for the competency on single-use
plans, within the Planning Principles category, to be
included in a GSAP is independent of administrative position.
H
S
EP
SP

4
6
7

M

L
24
23
16

13
4
14

Critical value at .05 level = 9 . 4 9
Calculated value = 7 . 9 7
Retained the Null Hypothesis
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Table 21.

The Need for Standing Plans Competencies.

Section I ;
Hq

V c -- There is no preference by administrators in the degree of
need (H,M,L) for the competency on standing plans, listed
within the- Planning Principles category.
H
Administrators in Sample

M

33

L
61

17

Critical value at .05 level = 5.99
Calculated value = 26.80**
Rejected the Null Hypothesis

Section II:
Hq

V b - - The degree of need (H,M,L) for the competency on standing
plans, within the Planning. Principles category, is indepen
dent of administrative position (S,EP,SP).
H
S
EP
SP

M

14
9
10

L
20
19
22

7
5
5

Critical value at .05 level = 9.49
Calculated value = 1.05
Retained the Null Hypothesis

Section III:
Hq

V c -- The degree of need (H,M,L) for the competency on standing
plans, within the Planning Principles category, to be
included in a GSAP is independent of administrative position.
H
S
EP
SP

11
6
11

M

L
20
23
20

10
4
6

Critical value at .05 level = 9.49
Calculated value = 4.10
Retained the Null Hypothesis
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Table 22.

The Need for Competencies on Coordination.

Section I :
Hq

Via -- There is no preference by administrators in the degree of
need (H,M,L) for the competency on coordination, listed
within the Organizational Structure Theories category.
H
Administrators in Sample

M

64

L
36

11

Critical value at .05 level = 5 . 9 9
Calculated value = 38.00**
Rejected the Null Hypothesis

Section II:
Hq

Via -- The degree of need (H,M,L) for the competency on coordina
tion, within the Organizational Structure Theories category,
is independent of administrative position (S,EP,SP).
H
S
EP
SP

M

24
17
23

L
14
11
11

3
3
3

Critical value at .05 level = 9 . 4 9
Calculated value = 1 . 7 9
Retained the Null Hypothesis

Section III:
Hq

Via -- The degree of need (H,M,L) for the competency on coordina
tion, within the Organizational Structure Theories category,
to be included in a GSAP is independent of administrative
position.
H
S
EP
SP

M

L

21
17
19 9 5
23
12

3
2

Critical value at .05 level = 9 . 4 9
Calculated value = 3 . 5 9
Retained the Null Hypothesis
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Table 23.

The Need for Span of Management Competency.

Section I :
Hq

VIb -- There is no preference by administrators in the degree of
need
for the competency on span of management, listed
within the Organizational Structure Theories category.
H
Administrators in Sample

M

42

L
44

25

Critical value at .05 level = 5.99
Calculated value = 5.89
Retained the Null Hypothesis

Section II:
Hq

VIb -- The degree of need (H,M,L) for the competency on span of man
agement, within the Organizational Structure Theories cate
gory, is independent of administrative position (S,EP,SP).
H
S
EP
SP

M

L

21
15
6

12
10
22

8
9
9

Critical value at .05 level = 9.49
Calculated value =12.78
Rejected the Null Hypothesis

Section III:
Hq

VIb -- The degree of need (H,M,L) for the competency on span of
management, within the Organizational Structure Theories
category, to be included in a GSAP is independent of
administrative position.
H
S
EP
SP

16
13
14

M
13
10
13

L
12
10
10

Critical value at .05 level = 9.49
Calculated value = 0.22
Retained the Null Hypothesis
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Table 24.

The Need for Conflict Stimulation Competencies.

Section I :
Hn Vila -- There is no preference by administrators in the degree of
u
need
for the competency on conflict stimulation,
listed within the Conflict Management Principles category.
H
Administrators in Sample

M

26

L
53

32

Critical value at .05 level = 5.99
Calculated value =10.86
Rejected the Null Hypothesis

Section II:
H n Vila -- The degree of need (H,M,L) for the competency on conflict
u
stimulation, within the Conflict Management
Principles
category,
is
independent
of
administrative
position
(S,EP,SP).
H
S
EP
SP

11
6
9

M
22
15
16

L

'

'

8
12
12

Critical value at .05 level = 9.49
Calculated value = 3.15
Retained the Null Hypothesis

Section III:
Hn Vila -- The degree of need (H,M,L) for the competency on conflict
u
stimulation within the Conflict Management Principles cate
gory, to be included in a GSAP is independent of administra
tive position.

S
EP
SP

H

M

L

11
6
9

22
15
16

8
12
12

Critical value at .05 level
Calculated value = 3.15
Retained the Null Hypothesis
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Table 25.

The Need for Conflict Reduction Competencies.

Section I :
H0 VIIb -- There is no preference by administrators in the degree of
need (H,M,L) for the competency on conflict reduction listed
within the Conflict Management Principles category.
H
Administrators in Sample

M

46

L
52

13

Critical value at .05 level = 5.99
Calculated value = 23.85
Rejected the Null Hypothesis

Section II:
H0 VIIb -- The degree of need (H,M,L) for the competency on conflict
reduction, within the Conflict Management Principles cate
gory, is independent of administrative position (S,EP,SP).
H
S
EP
SP

M

18
15
13

L
21
11
20

2
7
4

Critical value at .05 level = 9.49
Calculated value = 6.61
Retained the Null Hypothesis

Section III:
H fi VIIb -- The degree of need (H,M,L) for the competency on conflict
reduction within the Conflict Management Principles cate
gory, to be included in a GSAP is independent of administra
tive position.
H
S
EP
SP

17
15
14

M

L
19
8
20

5
10
3

Critical value at .05 level = 9.49
Calculated value = 10.10**
Rejected the Null Hypothesis
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Table 26.

The Need for Conflict Resolution Competencies.

Section I :
H q VIIc -- There is no preference by administrators in the degree of
need
for the competency on conflict resolution listed
within the Conflict Management Principles category.
H
Administrators in Sample

M

60

L
44

17

Critical value at .05 level = 5.99
Calculated value = 39.94**
Rejected the Null Hypothesis

Section II:
H0 VIIc -- The degree of need (H,M,L) for the competency on conflict
resolution, within the Conflict Management Principles cate
gory, is independent of administrative position (S,EP,SP).
H
S
EP
SP

M

21
'19
20

L
19
12
13

I
2
4

Critical value at .05 level = 9.49
Calculated value = 3.04
Retained the Null Hypothesis

Section III:
H0 VIIc -- The degree of need (H,M,L) for the competency on conflict
resolution, within the Conflict Management Principles, cate
gory, to be included in a GSAP is independent of administra
tive position.
H
S
EP
SP

21
18
19

M

L
16
12
13

4
3
5

Critical value at .05 level = 9.49
Calculated value = 0.51
Retained the Null Hypothesis
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Table 27.

The Need to Be Exposed to Brainstorming Principles.

Section I :
Hfi Villa -- There is no preference by administrators in the degree of
u
need
for the competency on brainstorming principles,
listed within the Creative Management Principles category.
H
Administrators in Sample

M

32

L
50

29

Critical value at .05 level = 5 . 9 9
Calculated value = 6.97**
Rejected the Null Hypothesis

Section II:
H 0 Villa -- The degree of need (H,M,L) for the competency on brainstorm
ing principles, within the Creative Management Principles
category, is independent of administrative position (S,EP,
SP).
H
S
EP
SP

M

15
10
7

L

16
14
20

10
9
10

Critical value at .05 level = 9.49
Calculated value = 3 . 2 6
Retained the Null Hypothesis

Section III:
H 0 Villa -- The degree of need (H,M,L) for the competency on brainstorm
ing principles, within the Creative Management Principles
category, to be included in a GSAP is independent of admin
istrative position.
H
S
EP
SP

13
10
12

M

L
18
13
12

10
10
13

Critical value at .05 level = 9.49
Calculated value = 1.45
Retained the Null Hypothesis
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Table 28.

The Need to Be Exposed to Competencies on Synectics.

Section I:
H q VIIIb -- There is no preference by administrators in the degree of
need (H,M,L) for the competency on synectics listed within
the Creative Management Principles category.
H
Administrators in Sample

M

12

L
52

37

Critical value at .05 level = 5.99
Calculated value = 22.97**
Rejected the Null Hypothesis

Section II:
H q VIIIb -- The degree of need (H,M,L) for the competency on synectics,
within the Creative Management Principles category, is inde
pendent of administrative position (S,EP,SP).
H
S
EP
SP

M

6
5
I

L
18
14
20

7
14
16

Critical value at .05 level = 9.49
Calculated value = 7 . 6 3
Retained the Null Hypothesis

Section III:
H q VIIIb -- The degree of need (H,M,L) for the competency on synectics,
within the Creative Management Principles category, to be
included in a GSAP is independent of administrative posi
tion.
H
S
EP
SP

5
5
I

M

L
16
19
18

20
9
18

Critical value at ;05 level = 9 . 4 9
Calculated value = 6 . 9 2
Retained the Null Hypothesis
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Table 29.

The Need for Competencies on Group Process for Creative
Decision Making.

Section I :
H q VIIIc -- There is no preference by administrators in the degree of
need (H,M,L) for the competency on group process for crea
tive decision making listed within the Creative Management
Principles category.
H
Administrators in Sample

M

37

L
55

19

Critical value at .05 level = 5.99
Calculated value = 17.57**
Rejected the Null Hypothesis

Section II:
H q VIIIc -- The degree of need (H,M,L) for. the competency on group pro
cess for creative decision making, within the Creative Man
agement Principles category, is independent.of administra
tive position (S,EP,SP).
H
S
EP
SP

M

12
13
12

L
24
11
20

5
5
5

Critical value at .05 level = 9.49
Calculated value = 6.00
Retained the Null Hypothesis

Section III:
H q VIIIc -- The degree of need (H,M,L) for the competency on group
process for creative decision making, within the Creative
Management Principles category, to be included in a GSAP is
independent of administrative position.
H
S
EP
SP

9
15
11

M

L
27
11
21

5
7
5

Critical value at .05 level = 9.49
Calculated value = 8.12
Retained the Null Hypothesis
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Table 30.

The Need for Competencies on Structural Change.

Section I :
IXa -- There is no preference by administrators in the degree of
need (H,M,L) for the competency on structural change, listed
within the Change Principles category.
H
Administrators in Sample

M

32

L
57

22

Critical value at .05 level = 5.99
Calculated value = 17.57**
Rejected the Null Hypothesis

Section II:
H fi IXa -- The degree of need (H,M,L) for the competency on structural
change, within the Change Principles category, is independent
of administrative position (S,EP,SP).
.

S
EP
SP

H

M

17
7
8

L

18
21
18

16
5
11

Critical value at .05 level = 9.49
Calculated value = 7.24
Retained the Null Hypothesis

Section III:
Hn
u

IXa -- The degree of need (H,M,L) for the competency on structural
change, within the Change Principles category, to be included
in a GSAP is independent of administrative position.
H
S
EP
SP

16
7
11

M

L
21
21
12

4
5
14

Critical value at .05 level = 9.49
Calculated value = 13.59**
Rejected the Null Hypothesis
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Table 31.

The Need for Competencies on Technological Change.

Section I :.
Hq

IXb -- There is no preference by administrators in the degree of
need (H,M,L) for the competency on technological change,
listed within the Change Principles category.
H
Administrators in Sample

M

25

L
59

27

Critical value at .05 level = 5.99
Calculated value = 19.67
Rejected the Null Hypothesis

Section. II:
Hq

IXb -- The degree of need (H,M,L) for the competency on technologi
cal change, within the Change Principles category, is indep
endent of administrative position (S,EP,SP).
H
S
EP
SP

12
6
7

M

L
22
18
19

7
9
11

Critical value at .05 level = 9.49
Calculated value = 2.80
Retained the Null Hypothesis

Section III:
H fi IXb -- The degree of need (H,M,L) for the competency on technologi
cal change, within the Change Principles category, to be
included in a GSAP is independent of administrative position.

S
EP
SP

H

M

L

12
8
8

21
17
17

8
8
12

Critical value at .05 level = 9.49
Calculated value = 1.92
Retained the Null Hypothesis
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Table 32.

The Need for Competencies on People-Change Principles.

Section I :
Hq

IXc -- There is no preference by administrators in the degree of
need
for the competency on people-change principles,
listed within the Change Principles category.
H
Administrators in Sample

M

42

L
58

11

Critical value at .05 level = 5.99
Calculated value = 30.87**
Rejected the Null Hypothesis

Section II:
Hq

IXc -- The .degree of need (H,M,L) for the competency on peoplechange principles, within the Change Principles category, is
independent of administrative position (S,EP,SP).
H
S
EP
SP

15
15
12

M

L
23
13
22

3
5
3

Critical value at .05 level = 9.49
Calculated value = 3.65
Retained the Null Hypothesis

Section III:
Hq

IXc -- The degree of need (H,M,L) for the competency on peoplechange principles, within the Change Principles category, to
be included in a GSAP is independent of administrative posi
tion.

S
EP

H

M

18
19

23
14

Critical value at .05 level = 5 . 9 9
Calculated value = 3 . 5 8
Retained the Null Hypothesis
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Table 33.

The Need for Competencies on Steering Control Principles.

Section I :
H0

X a - - There is no preference by administrators in the degree of
need
for the competency on steering control princi
ples, listed within the Control Process Principles category.
H
Administrators in Sample

M

41

L
60

10

Critical value at .05 level = 5.99
Calculated value = 34.42**
Rejected the Null Hypothesis

Section II:
Hq

X a - - The degree of need (H,M,L) for the competency on steering
control principles, within the Control Process Principles
category, is independent of administrative position (S,EP,
SP).
H
S
EP
SP

M

12
15
14

L
24
17
19

5
I
4

Critical valueat .OS level = 9.49
Calculated value = 3.46
Retained the Null Hypothesis

Section III:
Hq

X a - - The degree of need (H,M,L) for the competency on steering
control principles, within the Control Process Principles
category, to be included in a GSAP is independent of adminis
trative position.
H
S
EP
SP

14
17
13

M

L
21
13
19

6
3
5

Critical value at .05 level = 9.49
Calculated value = 2.84
Retained the Null Hypothesis
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Table 34.

The Need for Competency on Yes/No Screening Controls.

Section I :
Hq

X b - - There is no preference by administrators in the degree of
need (H,M,L) for the competency on yes/no screening controls,
listed within the Control Process Principles category.
H
Administrators in Sample

M

14

L
69

28

Critical value at .05 level = 5 . 9 9
Calculated value = 44.16**
Rejected the Null Hypothesis

Section II:
Hq

X b - - The degree of need (H,M,L) for the competency on yes/no
screening controls, within the Control Process Principles
category, is independent of administrative, position (S,EP,
SP).
H
S
EP
SP

M

9
3
2

L
22
21
26

10
9
9

Critical value at .05 level = 9.49
Calculated value = 5.64
Retained the Null Hypothesis

Section III:
Hq
u

X b - - The degree of need (H,M,L) for the competency on yes/no
screening controls, within the Control Process Principles
category, to be included in a GSAP is independent of adminis
trative position.
H
S
EP
SP

7
5
3

M

L
25
18
25

9
10
9

Critical value at .05 level = 9 . 4 9
Calculated value = 2.26
Retained the Null Hypothesis
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Table 35.

The Need to Be Exposed to Competencies on Post-Action
Controls.

Section I :
H fi

Xe -- There is no preference by administrators in the degree of
need (H,M,L) for the competency on post-action controls,
listed within the Control Process Principles category.
H
Administrators in Sample

M

37

L
60

14

Critical value at .05 level = 5 . 9 9
Calculated value = 28.58**
Rejected the Null Hypothesis

Section II:
Hn

Xe -- The degree of need (H,M,L) for the competency on post-action
controls, within the Control Process Principles category, is
independent of administrative position (S,EP,SP).

S
EP
SP

H

M

L

17
10
10

20
19
21

4
4
6

Critical value at .05 level :
Calculated value = 2.33
Retained the Null Hypothesis

Section III:
H0

Xe -- The degree of need (H,M,L) for the competency on post-action
controls, within the Control Process Principles category, to
be included in a GSAP is independent of administrative
position.
H
S
EP
SP

14
9
10

M

L
23
22
23

4
2
4

Critical value at .05 level = 9.49
Calculated value = 1 . 2 4
Retained the Null Hypothesis
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Table 36.

ITie Need to Be Exposed to Energy Management Systems.

Section I :
H0

XIa -- There is no preference by administrators in the degree of
need (H,M,L) for the competency on energy management systems,
listed within the Other Principles category.
H
Administrators in Sample

M

36

L
50

25

Critical value at .05 level = 5 . 9 9
Calculated value = 8.49**
Rejected the Null Hypothesis

Section II:
Hq

XIa -- The degree of need (H,M,L) for the competency on energy man
agement systems, within the Other Principles category, is
independent of administrative position (S,EP,SP).
H
S
EP
SP

M

16
8
12

L
19
15
16

6
10
9

Critical value at .05 level = 9.49
Calculated value = 3 . 3 5
Retained the Null Hypothesis

Section III:
Hq

XIa -- The degree of need (H,M,L) for the competency on energy man
agement systems, within the Other Principles category, to be
included in a GSAP is independent of administrative position.
H
S
EP
SP

16
8
7

M

L
17
13
21

8
12
9

Critical value at .05 level = 9.49
Calculated value = 6.53
Retained the Null Hypothesis
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